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i

CERTIFICATE OF PARTIES, RULINGS, AND RELATED CASES

Pursuant to Circuit Rules 28(a)(1) and 26.1, amicus curiae City of

Los Angeles certifies the following:

(A) Parties and Amici

All parties and intervenors appearing in the proceedings below are

listed in the Brief of Petitioners. It is the undersigned counsel’s

understanding from Petitioners that an additional homeowners’ or

neighborhood organization intends to file a brief in support of

Petitioners.

(B) Ruling Under Review

Reference to the ruling at issue appears in the Brief for

Petitioners.

(C) Related Cases

The cases on review have not previously been before this Court or

any other Court, and the City of Los Angeles is not aware of any related

cases in this Court or any other Court.
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DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

The City of Los Angeles is a municipal corporation, organized

under the provisions of the Los Angeles City Charter. There is no

parent corporation for the City of Los Angeles. The City of Los Angeles

has not issued stock, and therefore, no publicly held corporations own

10% of its stock.
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GLOSSARY

City City of Los Angeles

CLIFY Waypoint in IRNMN, HUULL and RYDRR

Arrival Routes

DAHJR Waypoint in IRNMN, HUULL and RYDRR

Arrival Routes

EA FAA’s Metroplex Environmental Assessment

FAA Federal Aviation Administration

GADDO Waypoint in IRNMN, HUULL and RYDRR

Arrival Routes

IRNMN, HUULL,

and RYDRR New FAA Arrival Routes

LAX Los Angeles International Airport

Metroplex Southern California Metroplex Project

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act

SHPO State Historic Preservation Officer

NOTE: FAA flight routes and waypoints, like “DAHJR” are assigned

names with five capital letters that do not represent acronyms and do

not have any other formal title.
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STATEMENT REGARDING CONSENT TO FILE, AUTHORSHIP,
AND INTEREST

All Petitioners and Respondents have consented to the filing of

this brief. See Cir. Rule 29(a)(2). The City of Los Angeles states that no

counsel for a party authored this brief in whole or in part, and no

person, other than the amicus curiae, its members, or its counsel,

contributed money that was intended to fund the preparation or

submission of this brief. See Cir. Rule 29(a)(4)(E)(i)-(iii).

This brief is submitted by amicus curiae City of Los Angeles in

support of Petitioners to provide this Court with additional context

regarding the Federal Aviation Administration’s (“FAA”) August 31,

2016, Finding of No Significant Impact and Record of Decision for the

Southern California Metroplex. FAA’s new flight routes changed the

noise environment in Los Angeles, with effects on both City residents

and the City’s fundamental interests. The City is the second most

populous city in the country, with a U.S. Census-estimated 2016

population of 3,976,322 people and covers an area of about 469 square

miles.
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Under federal law, the City plays critical roles in the management

of the effects of aircraft noise. First, as the proprietor of Los Angeles

International Airport (“LAX”) and Van Nuys Airport, the City

undertakes mitigation, noise planning, and land use compatibility

efforts to address aircraft noise. See 49 U.S.C. §§ 47503-05 (noise

management program for airport proprietors); FAA Order 5190.6B,

Airport Compliance ¶ 13.2.a.2 (Sept. 30, 2009) (summarizing airport

proprietor and federal roles in noise management). In execution of its

police powers, the City is also charged with land use planning and

development, zoning, and housing regulations to achieve multiple goals,

including noise compatibility. See FAA Order 5190.6B ¶ 13.2 (Sept. 30,

2009) (role of local governments in zoning to address aircraft noise

compatibility).

The City exercises these powers in a number of ways, including:

 operating a noise office for LAX and Van Nuys airports;

 hosting and supporting a LAX Noise Roundtable made up of

representatives of nearby communities, Members of

Congress, FAA, and others;
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3

 providing over $500 million in sound insulation to

thousands of homes;

 collecting and reporting noise complaints and airport

operations data such as the radar tracks for aircraft using

City airports; and

 promoting noise compatibility procedures such as having

the vast majority of aircraft depart over the Pacific Ocean

west of LAX.1

Indeed, FAA’s Metroplex Environmental Assessment (“EA”) directed

noise complaints to the City’s noise office (and similar offices for other

airports) and provided City contact information rather than such

information for the FAA itself. Final EA at F-5 to F-5 [AR 1-B-12; JA

___]. The City has seen a spike in noise complaints since FAA’s

implementation of the Metroplex.

1 See generally, https://www.lawa.org/en/lawa-environment/noise-
management/lawa-noise-management-lax and https://www.lawa.org/-
/media/lawa-web/tenants411/file/lax-noise-
brochure.ashx?la=en&hash=D00255E63EA7CFAF3D909D52805D3312
02FF6DD0 .
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The City’s interests in historic preservation are also affected by

noise increases. Federal law provides special protection for historic

resources in both the National Historic Preservation Act, 54 U.S.C.

§ 306101, et seq., and Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation

Act. 49 U.S.C. § 303(c). The City created Historic Preservation Overlay

Zones to identify and protect neighborhoods with distinct architectural

and cultural resources. Los Angeles Municipal Code § 12.20.3. Many of

these Zones are overflown pursuant to FAA’s new procedures, and are

affected by noise increases, including at least three different historic

Zones (West Adams Terrace, Jefferson Park, and Adams-Normandie)

directly below the IRNMN, HUULL, and RYDRR flight tracks along the

I-10/Santa Monica freeway corridor.2 The City also maintains a list of

Historic-Cultural Monuments,3 many of which are concentrated along

the flight tracks at issue. FAA showed many, but not all, of these

2https://preservation.lacity.org/files/West%20Adams%20Terrace%20Sur
vey%20Map.pdf ;

https://preservation.lacity.org/files/Jefferson%20Park%20Survey%20Ma
p.pdf; https://preservation.lacity.org/files/Adams-
Normandie%20Survey%20Map.pdf .
3https://preservation.lacity.org/sites/default/files/HCMDatabase%231107
17.pdf
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historic resources in the Environmental Assessment, including those

under the IRNMN, HUULL and RYDRR routes. Draft EA at 4-17,

Exhibit 4-5 [AR 2-A-5; JA ___].4 Pursuant to City ordinances, the

City’s Planning Department must make specific factual findings before

it issues any permits to demolish, alter, or remove such a building or

structure if it has been included on the National Register of Historic

Places, or has been included on the City of Los Angeles list of Historic -

Cultural Monuments. See Los Angeles Municipal Code § 91.106.4.5.

In addition, the City has proprietary interests in its parks,

beaches, recreation areas and other programs that are affected by noise

along the Metroplex flight routes. FAA’s Environmental Assessment

showed locally-owned parks throughout Los Angeles that are overflown

by FAA’s Metroplex routes. See Draft EA at 4-17, Exhibit 4-5; [AR 2-A-

5; JA ___]. Parks are also accorded special protections under Section

4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act. 49 U.S.C. § 303(c).

4 FAA’s files are difficult to use due to the scale and size. Magnification
in a file reader of over 1000 % is often necessary to see the individual
resources.
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ARGUMENT

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

The City of Los Angeles, California (“City”), supports Petitioners’

request for a remand of the Federal Aviation Administration’s (“FAA”)

Southern California Metroplex Project (“Metroplex”) Environmental

Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact. Remand is required

in order for the FAA to comply with National Environmental Policy Act

(“NEPA”) requirements and to evaluate changes to reduce

environmental impacts.

The City files this amicus curiae brief to provide the Court its

perspective as the largest city and airport operator affected by the

shortcomings of FAA’s environmental assessment process. Relying on

the City’s unique expertise in local airport and noise issues, this brief

expands upon the Petitioners’ identification of FAA’s failure to

adequately disclose FAA’s proposed action and failure to conduct

adequate analysis of environmental impacts. See e.g., Petitioners’ Brief

at 44-60.
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The issues in this case, while technical, are not abstract: FAA’s

Metroplex is moving flight routes to concentrate aircraft overflights

above people’s homes, schools, churches, parks, and historic sites,

introducing noise that previously was not present, or not present to the

same degree. Thus, the public and the City had a deep interest in

understanding how FAA’s Metroplex would affect the environment in

Los Angeles.

However, FAA’s Metroplex NEPA process failed in its most

fundamental job of clearly identifying for the public the proposed

federal action, its alternatives, and environmental effects. An ordinary

person could not readily determine what FAA was proposing, how it

differed from what was in place before FAA’s action, and what it meant

for a person’s enjoyment of her home, school, or favorite park.

If a resident could not easily determine where flight route changes

would be located relative to her home, FAA has not done its job under

NEPA. To its credit, FAA acknowledged some of these flaws and tried

to provide supplemental information for the public after issuing the

Draft Environmental Assessment, but it was too little, too confusing,
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too difficult to use, and too late to enable meaningful public

engagement.

Further, when FAA implemented the Metroplex in 2017, FAA

routed aircraft much lower to the ground than disclosed in the

Environmental Assessment, which relied on noise modeling conducted

in 2015 and 2016. As a result of this shift in flight altitudes, noise

levels are likely greater than what FAA analyzed and presented to the

public for its review and comment.

When Metroplex was implemented, affected neighborhoods and

residents were stunned, leading to a dramatic spike in complaints

submitted to the City. As discussed below, FAA’s flight track changes

have caused an almost seven-fold increase in monthly complaints filed

with the City. Infra at 14-15. These complaints are likely attributable

to FAA’s failure to communicate during the NEPA process and its

unexamined flight procedure changes during implementation of the

Metroplex project.

As a result, the City respectfully requests that this Court remand

this matter back to the FAA to address the shortcomings in its
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environmental review. FAA must meet NEPA requirements by: (1)

clearly communicating the proposed federal action and how it differs

from the status quo; (2) properly conducting noise and other

environmental reviews; and (3) considering alternatives or mitigation to

reduce environmental impacts.

I. THE FAA’S METROPLEX ACTION REARRANGED FLIGHT
ROUTES OVER LOS ANGELES, CAUSING SIGNIFICANT
COMMUNITY IMPACT

FAA’s Metroplex project changed flight routes over dozens of

neighborhoods in Los Angeles. As seen below in Figure 1, from the

Environmental Assessment, the resulting corridors for these routes

cover the entirety of the City.

The Metroplex was an FAA project to implement elements of its

Next Generation Air Transportation System in Southern California. In

particular, the Metroplex was intended to provide new routes for

aircraft using airports in the region that would use satellite-based

navigation and modern technology rather than older ground-based

radars. Finding of No Significant Impact at 2 (Aug. 31, 2016) [AR 1-A-

1; JA ___]. When implemented appropriately, such new routes can
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increase efficiency and safety in the airspace. But they can also affect

noise levels at residents’ homes, requiring careful consideration of

impacts.

Figure 1: FAA Map of Proposed Metroplex Corridors To And From
LAX5

FAA’s Metroplex project changed routes over and near Los

Angeles in a number of critical ways, which could not be anticipated by

a reading of the Environmental Assessment. First, it shifted some

routes from one area to another. For example, FAA added the IRNMN,

5 Draft EA, Exhibit 3-8 [AR 2-A-4; JA __], with the flight corridors for
LAX selected in the interactive PDF file.
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HUULL, and RYDRR arrival routes to LAX in western Los Angeles and

Culver City,6 which shifted the route aircraft had taken about a half-

mile north of the previous routes. See e.g., AR-F-3-1 (route maps shown

in public workshops) [AR 2-A-7; JA ___]; Final EA at A-573, -575

(same).

Second, the FAA’s new “Next Generation” routes use Global

Positioning System technology to allow aircraft to fly much tighter

corridors, concentrating or “focusing” noise. See FAA Order 7400.2K,

Procedures for Handling Airspace Matters at ¶ 32-2-2.e [AR 9-A-22; JA

___].

The term used to characterize the concentration of noise is
“noise focusing.” The actual flight tracks of aircraft flown on
conventional [instrument flight procedures] using ground-
based Navigational Aids (NAVAIDs) show broad dispersion
around the trajectory of the defined procedures. The
dispersion is typically based on the performance
characteristics of individual aircraft types and pilot
technique. In contrast, FAA’s experience with
satellite−based navigation procedures shows that actual 

6 These are the routes using the “CLIFY” waypoint referenced in
Petitioners’ Brief at pages 58-60. Because Petitioners focused on these
routes, the City will do the same as consistent examples in its
arguments. However, the use of these consistent examples do not mean
that effects are limited to these routes. The same effects occur across
Los Angeles.
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flight tracks and [Next Generation] procedures converge to a
much greater degree. Therefore, aircraft flying [Next
Generation] procedures and the associated noise are
concentrated over a smaller area than would be the case for
the same operations using conventional, [non-Next
Generation instrument flight procedures.]

Id. “The FAA recognizes the Proposed Action introduces additional

RNAV routes that include flight paths with more concentrated flight

tracks along the route centerlines.” Final EA at F-22 to -23 [AR I-B-12;

JA ___]. However, because only broad 5-10 mile wide corridors were

shown in the Environmental Assessment or its attachments, the public

could not discern what homes would be affected by this noise focusing or

how often they would be affected. Infra at 18-25.

Figure 2 below shows this before- and after-effect for FAA’s

IRNMN, HUULL, and RYDRR routes, reflecting the increase in the

number of flights over homes below the routes. At the “DAHJR” and

“GADDO” waypoints,7 for example, the number of direct overflights

7 FAA's route procedures make use of both fly-over and fly-by waypoints.

A fly-over waypoint is a waypoint that must be crossed vertically by

aircraft. A fly-by waypoint marks the locations of turns. Thus, the

waypoints denote places where aircraft must make turns, meet certain

altitudes, or maintain course.
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increased from 10-30 per day to more than 300 per day, at least a ten-

fold increase. See Figure 2.

Third, FAA route changes involved undisclosed changes to the

altitude at which aircraft fly. Aircraft that are lower in altitude are

noisier on the ground below. See Aircraft Noise Technical Report at 3-

64 (August 2016) [AR 3-A-4] (distance from ground and altitude are

factors for noise considered in FAA noise modeling for Metroplex). As

discussed below, residents could not determine the proposed effects on

altitude from the Environmental Assessment itself.

Figure 2: Concentration of Overflights Before and After IRNMN,
HUULL, and RYDRR Metroplex Arrival Route Implementation8

8 LAX North Downwind Arrivals at DAHJR Waypoint Before and After
Metroplex Implementation at 5-7, https://www.lawa.org/-/media/lawa-
web/environment/lax-community-noise-
roundtable/noise_management_presentations/noise_management_prese
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Whether caused by the FAA’s relocation of flight routes, the

concentrated “noise focusing” tracks, flights at lower altitudes, or a

combination of all these factors, noise complaints to LAX have

dramatically increased. 9 Because FAA’s routes have not been in place

for a full year, the best way to appreciate the effect is to compare

months in late 2017 after implementation to late 2016 before

implementation. Between November 2016 and November 2017, for

example, noise complaints associated with LAX increased 693 % (from

ntation/noisert_170913-dahjr-altitude-
analysis.ashx?la=en&hash=F6C623B1F8038F97AA174354E42C6B5370
638995. This data and map were produced by City staff using FAA
radar data in the regular course of their noise management duties and
kept as a public record with public access on the City’s airport website.
While the radar data obviously post-dates the FAA’s implementation
decision, the City presents it to help the Court better understand actual
flight patterns that are not discernible from the Environmental
Assessment.
9 As noted above, the Environmental Assessment directed residents to
send future complaints about noise to the City, not to FAA, which was
responsible for the changes in the airspace. Final EA Appendix F at F-5
to F-5 [AR I-B-12; JA ___]. Noise complaints submitted to the City are
compiled and published monthly as public records on the City’s airport
website: https://www.lawa.org/en/lawa-environment/noise-
management/lawa-noise-management-lax/noise-management-monthly-
report.
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2,936 to 23,290).10 Of these complaints, 46 % were from residents of the

City of Los Angeles.11 And, as seen in Figure 3 below, a substantial

cluster of these complaints came from locations along the Interstate 10

corridor through Los Angeles, Culver City, and Santa Monica, the

location of FAA’s IRNMN, HUULL, and RYDRR routes.

Figure 3: Map of Noise Complaints in November 201712

10 See page 2 at https://www.lawa.org/-
/media/1c821f9a02f746f195ea902e2f5aff37.pdf.
11 Id. at page 4.
12 https://www.lawa.org/-/media/1c821f9a02f746f195ea902e2f5aff37.pdf.
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As FAA continues to implement its Metroplex action throughout

Southern California, more communities will feel its deleterious impacts.

Changes to any flight routes may bring beneficial or harmful changes to

different neighborhoods; for this reason, clarity in the NEPA process

regarding route location is especially important.

II. FAA DID NOT ADDRESS FUNDAMENTAL CONCERNS
REGARDING THE ADEQUACY OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT PROCESS

FAA’s Environmental Assessment did not comply with its basic

duties under NEPA, because it failed to describe the proposed federal

action, alternatives to the proposed action, and its impacts in a manner

reasonably accessible to the public. See Petitioners’ Brief at 58 (“FAA

fails to provide, in the EA, an accurate representation of the paths

anticipated for aircraft overflights…”). Instead, FAA provided

technically-dense prose, maps, and charts not readily understandable to

the public. FAA’s Environmental Assessment failed to provide

residents the most critical information: how the proposed changes to

routes would affect their homes and neighborhoods. These flaws

explain some of the issues raised by the Petitioners regarding the
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accuracy of flight paths and flight altitudes. See e.g., Petitioners’ Brief

at 58-60, 63-66.

A. FAA Has a Legal Duty To Ensure Clear Communication of
Its Proposed Action and Impacts

The Council on Environmental Quality regulations governing

NEPA implementation make clear that agencies must ensure that

“environmental information is available to public officials and citizens

before decisions are made and before actions are taken. The information

must be of high quality.” 40 C.F.R. § 1500.1(a). Agencies must also

“[e]ncourage and facilitate public involvement in decisions which affect

the quality of the human environment.” Id. § 1500.2(d). As a result,

“[e]nvironmental impact statements shall be concise, clear, and to the

point…” 40 C.F.R. § 1500.2(b). And, “[e]nvironmental impact

statements shall be written in plain language and may use appropriate

graphics so that decisionmakers and the public can readily understand

them.” Id. § 1502.8.

FAA’s own order implementing NEPA and the Council on

Environmental Quality regulations also requires it to identify clearly
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and plainly in environmental assessments what it the agency is

proposing to do. FAA Order 1050.1E, Environmental Impacts: Policies

and Procedures at ¶¶ 404a-404c, 405b. All environmental assessments

must “describe[] the proposed action with sufficient detail in terms that

are understandable to individuals who are not familiar with aviation or

commercial aerospace activities.” Id. ¶¶ 209d (requirement to involve

the public fully and effectively, including low-income and minority

communities), 210 (plain language), 405d (plain description of proposed

action).

B. FAA’s Draft Environmental Assessment Did Not Convey
Exactly Where Route Changes Were Proposed or Their Impacts

FAA’s Draft Environmental Assessment for the Metroplex failed

in this basic NEPA task, because the public could not discern from the

document exactly where flight routes were before FAA’s proposed

action, where they would be afterwards, or how high aircraft would fly

using the new routes. Instead, the Draft Environmental Assessment

provided a very high-level jargon- and acronym-filled overview of

airspace covering Southern California and a general description of 179
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different route changes at 21 airports. Draft EA at Chapter 3 [AR 2-A-

4; JA ___]. Textually, FAA just listed the 179 routes with acronyms

meaningless to the average person and highlighted only a handful of

example routes. Id. at 3-17 to 3-25. Figure 4 shows a sample of the

information available to readers of the Environmental Assessment

regarding particular routes that may or may not be directly over their

homes.

Figure 4: Example of Environmental Assessment Description of
Proposed Action13

13 Draft EA at 3-24 [AR 2-A-4; JA ___].
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The Draft Environmental Assessment’s maps were not much more

helpful. FAA attempted to show all of the 179 changed or added routes

on one 11 x 17 inch sheet of paper and a 17-megabyte Adobe Portable

Document Format file. See Draft EA at Figure 3-8 [AR 2-A-4]. This

map was overlaid on an area about 140 miles tall from the Mexican

border to Santa Barbara, and almost 230 miles wide from the Pacific

Ocean to the Mojave Desert. Id. On the electronic version, for those

members of the public with sufficient computer capacity and bandwidth

to open and manipulate the 17-megabyte file, they could try to turn on

or off “layers” on the map showing blobs that contained where each of

the more than 100 routes would be. Id. and Figure 1, infra.

There was no guidance regarding how members of the public

should determine which of the 179 all-capital-letter code-named routes

were of interest to their home or area. See Draft EA Chapter 3 [AR 2-A-

4; JA ___]. And, the map only showed wide corridors in which a

proposed route was contained, not the actual route itself. Id. at 3-27,

Figure 3-8. These corridors were 5 to10 miles wide, within which the

precise Next Generation “RNAV” or “RNP” route would be somewhere
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located. Id. at Figure 3-8. Yet, elsewhere in its Environmental

Assessment, FAA acknowledged that 90% of aircraft flying its routes

would be within a half-mile of the route centerline. Id. at F-23. This

meant that FAA’s depicted corridors were many times wider than where

most aircraft would actually fly, hiding the true location from concerned

members of the public. And, to determine changes from the status quo,

this challenging “Proposed Action” map had to be compared to another

similar, but separate, map showing the “No Action” existing routes.

Draft EA at Exhibits 3-7, 3-8 [AR 2-A-4; JA ___]. Finding where routes

were proposed to change at a neighborhood scale relative to one’s home,

school, church, or park was impossible.

FAA’s materials confounded, rather than clarified, whether a

property would be affected, either positively or negatively. For

example, using the IRNMN, HUULL, and RYDRR routes that include

the “CLIFY” waypoint identified in Petitioners’ brief, it was a challenge

to the general public to ascertain whether any home is overflown by

either the Proposed Action or No Action routes. The City encourages

the Court to try to discern how routes would change with the “Proposed
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Action” scenario for IRNMN in Los Angeles south of Interstate 10 in

Los Angeles. Draft EA at Figures 3-7, 3-8 [AR 2-A-4; JA ___].

C. FAA’s Attempts To Add Detail After the Draft
Environmental Assessment Did Not Address the NEPA
Deficiencies

The maps FAA used during a public workshop in Los Angeles on

June 18, 2015, provided better information for the public regarding how

routes would change at the neighborhood scale within which people

actually live. FAA provided maps at this workshop of certain individual

route procedures (IRNMN and HUULL, but not RYDRR) overlaid on

Google Maps aerial photographs of the area, and posted these maps on

its website in five files of up to 37 megabytes each. See AR 7-F-3-1;

Final EA at A-573-75 [AR 1-B-7; JA ___].

However, interested residents either had to attend the public

workshop or know to scroll down the FAA’s website to open the right

files, which were located well below the Environmental Assessment

files. Id. at A-668-669. And, residents would have had to have

sufficient computer and internet resources to download and use 37-, 29-

and 24-megabyte files. Once downloaded, the residents would have to
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locate their home’s location underneath a mess of blue, yellow, white,

and black lines, which themselves obscured entire neighborhoods in the

underlying map.

The City and other parties provided comments in September 2015

regarding the need to better describe the FAA’s action and the noise

effects on communities. Comment Letter from Los Angeles World

Airports Executive Director Deborah Flint at 2 (Sept. 4, 2015), Final EA

at F-632-33 [AR I-B-12; JA ___]; LAX Community Noise Roundtable

Comment Letter at 5 (Sept. 2, 2015), id. at F-595, -599. The City

stressed that FAA needed to include this information in the Draft

Environmental Assessment to facilitate public use and engagement.14

Id. at F-633. The LAX Community Noise Roundtable concluded that the

“Draft EA provides insufficient information for community members to

assess potential adverse noise impacts on their specific community

proposed by the proposed changes.” Id. at F-595, -599. Despite this

14 Consistent with Petitioners’ brief (see pages 55-58), the City also
called for FAA to use the California Noise Equivalent Metric that the
public is used to seeing in airport-related environmental documents in
Los Angeles and elsewhere. Final EA at F-632 [AR I-B-12; JA ___].
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assessment, FAA never amended or supplemented the Environmental

Assessment to include this most basic information.

As noted in Petitioner’s brief, FAA did extend the deadline for

comments on July 9, 2015. Final EA at A-653 to -54 [AR I-B-7; JA ___].

It then extended the deadline again on September 8, 2015. Id. at A-697.

During this period, FAA included some additional material on its

website, as discussed below, but did not reference the additional

information in the extension notices. Instead, FAA again “encourage[d]

interested parties to review the EA, and provide written comments…”

Id. at A-653-54, A-697 (emphasis added).

Near the end of the comment period, FAA added some additional

information resources showing flight tracks and noise levels on a local

level to its website.15 Final EA at A-713 to -727, -727 [AR 1-B-7; JA

___]. If members of the public happened upon these additional

resources, they could link to computer files within a Google Maps

application to see routes and some noise information. For technically-

15 FAA did reference these new resource documents in a September
“invitation” to local governments, but not to the general public. Final
EA at A-748-49.
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proficient individuals with good computers and internet capacity, these

files provided higher resolution images of flight track locations, allowing

users to see how they would be located relative to individual houses and

streets.16 However, FAA’s website warned that the files were large and

required good internet connections.17 Further, the files required users

to have underlying Google Earth software and digest an eight-minute

video tutorial to use, on top of long download times.

While helpful for some of the public, these measures did not

provide plain, clear, and easy-to-access information, particularly for less

advantaged parts of the community such as low-income communities

without access to the same technical skills, computer equipment, and

high-speed internet. See FAA Order 1050.1E ¶ 209d [AR 9-A-11; JA

___] (FAA must provide members of minority populations and low-

income populations access to public information concerning the human

health or environmental impacts of the proposed action).

16 The Court can try these files itself, which are at AR 8-A-1, 8-A-2, and
8-A-3, or still on FAA’s website at:
http://www.metroplexenvironmental.com/socal_metroplex/socal_docs.ht
ml#ge .
17 Id.
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D. The Environmental Assessment Also Failed To
Communicate How the Routes Would Affect Historic Properties
and Parks

The inability to understand the impact of proposed routes was

even greater for historic resources and parks, which are accorded

special protections under the National Historic Preservation Act and

Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act. 54 U.S.C. §

306101, et seq. (“Preservation Act”); 49 U.S.C. § 303(c) (Section 4(f)). In

addition to the inability to readily determine the location of the routes,

FAA’s maps in the Environmental Assessment did not identify

particular historic resources and parks. See Draft EA at 4-16 to -18,

Figures 4-4, 4-5 [AR 2-A-5; JA ___]. FAA’s few maps routinely

sacrificed depth for breadth. The 11 x 17 inch map to cover all of

Southern California did not permit users to see where the identified

resources were located on a street grid, or at any other useful level of

detail. Id.

FAA did send a list of National Register of Historic Places

properties in the study area to the State Historic Preservation Officer

(“SHPO”). Final EA at PDF pages 293-322 [AR I-B-7; JA ___].
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However, this list did not correspond to the labels for modeled

properties in FAA’s noise modeling report, necessitating laborious and

technical cross-referencing of 600 pages of points using GPS

coordinates. Compare id. and Aircraft Noise Technical Report Table 2

[AR 3-A-3; JA ___] Further, this list was incomplete, because the

standard FAA was required to apply under the Preservation Act was for

whether properties were National Register-eligible, not just actually

listed. See e.g., 36 C.F.R. § 800.4(c); 49 U.S.C. § 303(c) (Section 4(f)

protects historic sites and parks of local significance, as determined by

local officials with jurisdiction over the resources). FAA never directed

the State Historic Preservation Officer to identify properties that are

National Register-eligible. See Final EA, Appendix A, Section A.3 [AR

1-B-7; JA ___].

Even more troublingly, FAA failed to comply with its duty under

Part 106 of the Preservation Act to consult with local historic officials

such as the Los Angeles Office of Historic Resources, as required by the

Part 106 regulations. 36 C.F.R. § 800.2(a)(4), (c)(3); City of Phoenix v.

Huerta, 869 F.3d 963, 971 (D.C. Cir. 2017) (“agencies must consult with
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certain stakeholders in the potentially affected areas, including

representatives of local governments”). FAA’s Section 106 consultation

record makes clear that it only consulted with the SHPO and tribal

historic officials; only the State and tribal officials received Section 106

consultation letters. Final EA at A-289, et seq. [AR I-B-7; JA ___].

Because FAA did not comply with its nondiscretionary duty to

consult with local historic officials, there was no opportunity for these

officials to identify National Register-eligible properties, uniquely noise

sensitive properties, etc. Id. (“FAA’s failure to notify and provide

documentation to the City of the agency’s finding of no adverse impact

violated regulations under the Preservation Act, and denied the City its

right to participate in the [Preservation Act] process and object to the

FAA’s findings.”)
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III. FAA ULTIMATELY IMPLEMENTED ROUTES THAT
DIFFERED FROM THOSE IT IDENTIFIED IN THE DRAFT
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT AND ITS NOISE ANALYSIS

Even if members of the public could navigate the voluminous and

confusing set of materials regarding the Proposed Action, they would

have not gotten a full understanding of the noise impacts, because FAA

implemented the Metroplex in a manner different from what it

disclosed in the Environmental Assessment and modeled for noise

purposes. Petitioners’ Brief identifies flaws in the FAA’s

Environmental Assessment and noise analysis associated with a shift in

the “CLIFY” waypoint used in the heavily-used IRNMN, HUULL, and

RYDRR arrival routes into LAX. Petitioners’ Brief at 58-60. 18 These

18 Although the City agrees that the FAA’s noise analysis was flawed,
the City does not agree with Petitioners’ proffered cumulative impact
arguments. See Petitioners’ Brief at 69-74. Petitioners’ argument that
the Metroplex should have included consideration of a City Specific
Plan Amendment Study completed in 2013 is based on incorrect
assertions. For example, the Study cited in the brief reflects no
approval by FAA; it was a purely local action by the City. See
Petitioners’ Brief at 72 (claiming FAA approval); Petitioners’ Request
for Judicial Notice at Exhibits A-C. FAA will need to approve any
runway changes from the Study and consider them under NEPA, which
the City has not requested. Further, while the City did conduct
California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) review for Study, it
made clear that this was only on a high-level programmatic review and
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flaws are exacerbated by the fact that FAA is not implementing

minimum altitudes for these routes in the manner that it stated that it

would in the Environmental Assessment process.

During the course of the public comment period, FAA showed that

aircraft arriving to LAX on these routes would fly at an altitude of 6,000

feet or higher at a critical point in Los Angeles called the “DAHJR”

waypoint. See Final EA at A-575 (public presentation of routes at June

18, 2015, public workshops); Id. at A-714-18 [AR I-B-7; JA ___] (FAA

website link to FAA “TARGETS” model files for IRNMAN, HUULL and

RYDRR); AR at 5-A-28-3, 5-A-60-3; JA ___] (TARGETS files for

IRNMAN and HUULL showing minimum altitudes of 6,000 feet at

DAHJR). And, FAA indicated that its noise analysis was based on

these altitude assumptions, with higher altitude meaning less noise, all

any implementation would require more specific project-level review.
See Final EA at F-772. No such project-level review has been initiated
by the City for any runway projects. The City’s airport CEQA website
lists all environmental reviews underway and does not include the
runway or other projects identified by Petitioners:
https://www.lawa.org/en/lawa-our-lax/environmental-
documents/current-projects .
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things being equal. See Aircraft Noise Technical Report at 3-64 (August

2016) [AR 3-A-4; JA ___].

But FAA has not implemented the routes as it disclosed it would.

The IRNMAN, HUULL and RYDRR routes were designed to feed into

other “Required Navigation Performance” (referred to in FAA’s

documents as “RNP”) for their final approach into LAX. See Final EA

at A-573, 575 [AR 1-A-7; JA ___]. Despite its originally-disclosed

design, FAA has not enabled this connection, because it has not

deployed a critical air traffic control software tool called the Terminal

Sequencing and Spacing tool. See LAX Community Noise Roundtable

Recap for May 10, 2017 at 2-3.19 FAA’s Regional Administrator

informed the City and the City-facilitated LAX Community Noise

Roundtable about this delay in May 2017, but has not undertaken any

additional noise analysis or supplemental NEPA work to address the

19 See https://www.lawa.org/-/media/lawa-web/environment/lax-
community-noise-
roundtable/noise_management_recaps/noise_management_recaps/noise
rt_170510_recap.ashx?la=en&hash=EBDF17EA5C7D03EB07903FD0F
D3328A6383F8269. Minutes of all LAX Community Roundtable
meetings are prepared and kept as public records on the City’s airport
website. FAA participates in the Roundtable meetings.
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effects of flying routes differently than portrayed in the Environmental

Assessment. Id.

Thus, more than two thirds of the aircraft flying the IRNMN,

HUULL, and RYDRR routes are below the “minimum” 6,000 foot

altitude at the DAHJR waypoint in Los Angeles.20 This altitude

mismatch, along with the location concerns identified by Petitioners

(Brief at 58-60) and concentration of flight tracks, means noise is being

focused in new areas north of the pre-Metroplex flight tracks and at

levels greater than assumed in the Environmental Assessment noise

analysis. These locations of focused noise correspond with the locations

of increased noise complaints to the City from aircraft operations. See

Figure 3. FAA must supplement and reconsider its Metroplex

Environmental Assessment based on its own changes to the Metroplex

20 LAX North Downwind Arrivals at DAHJR Waypoint Before and After
Metroplex Implementation at 13, https://www.lawa.org/-/media/lawa-
web/environment/lax-community-noise-
roundtable/noise_management_presentations/noise_management_prese
ntation/noisert_170913-dahjr-altitude-
analysis.ashx?la=en&hash=F6C623B1F8038F97AA174354E42C6B5370
638995. As noted in footnote 12, this data and map were produced by
City staff using FAA radar data as public records.
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implementation, as compared to what was disclosed to the public. See

40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(c) (agencies must develop supplemental statements

if “the agency makes substantial changes in the proposed action that

are relevant to environmental concerns”); FAA Order 1050.1E, ¶¶ 410-

411 (FAA must prepare written reevaluation and/or supplement to

environmental assessment if there are changes to the action or changed

information affecting environmental analysis).

CONCLUSION

The City agrees with Petitioners that Court should remand the

Metroplex Environmental Assessment to FAA to address the

deficiencies in the NEPA process. At a minimum, on remand FAA must

provide clearer information to the public regarding FAA’s action and its

impacts. FAA can readily do so by providing more accessible maps and

descriptions of its actions, by neighborhood, in a user-friendly manner.

Second, FAA must address the actual flight routes that aircraft will use

– including accurate altitudes – in its noise analysis. Third, FAA

should take a hard look at measures to minimize and mitigate the noise

effects of the Metroplex. This should include effective minimum
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altitude requirements, routing to minimize direct overflights of

residential areas, and measures to eliminate or address the effects of

concentrating operations on very narrow flight corridors.
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49 USCS § 303

 Current through PL 115-137, approved 3/16/18 

United States Code Service - Titles 1 through 54  >  TITLE 49. TRANSPORTATION  >  SUBTITLE I. 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION  >  CHAPTER 3. GENERAL DUTIES AND POWERS  >  
SUBCHAPTER I. DUTIES OF THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION

§ 303. Policy on lands, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites

(a) It is the policy of the United States Government that special effort should be made to preserve the 
natural beauty of the countryside and public park and recreation lands, wildlife and waterfowl 
refuges, and historic sites.

(b) The Secretary of Transportation shall cooperate and consult with the Secretaries of the Interior, 
Housing and Urban Development, and Agriculture, and with the States, in developing 
transportation plans and programs that include measures to maintain or enhance the natural beauty 
of lands crossed by transportation activities or facilities.

(c) Approval of programs and projects.  Subject to subsections (d) and (h), the Secretary may approve 
a transportation program or project (other than any project for a park road or parkway under 
section 204 of title 23) requiring the use of publicly owned land of a public park, recreation area, 
or wildlife and waterfowl refuge of national, State, or local significance, or land of an historic site 
of national, State, or local significance (as determined by the Federal, State, or local officials 
having jurisdiction over the park, area, refuge, or site) only if--

(1) there is no prudent and feasible alternative to using that land; and

(2) the program or project includes all possible planning to minimize harm to the park, recreation 
area, wildlife and waterfowl refuge, or historic site resulting from the use.

(d) De minimis impacts.

(1) Requirements.

(A) Requirements for historic sites. The requirements of this section shall be considered to be 
satisfied with respect to an area described in paragraph (2) if the Secretary determines, in 
accordance with this subsection, that a transportation program or project will have a de 
minimis impact on the area.

(B) Requirements for parks, recreation areas, and wildlife or waterfowl refuges. The 
requirements of subsection (c)(1) shall be considered to be satisfied with respect to an area 
described in paragraph (3) if the Secretary determines, in accordance with this subsection, 
that a transportation program or project will have a de minimis impact on the area. The 
requirements of subsection (c)(2) with respect to an area described in paragraph (3) shall 
not include an alternatives analysis.

(C) Criteria. In making any determination under this subsection, the Secretary shall consider to 
be part of a transportation program or project any avoidance, minimization, mitigation, or 

ADDENDUM - 1
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49 USCS § 303

enhancement measures that are required to be implemented as a condition of approval of 
the transportation program or project.

(2) Historic sites. With respect to historic sites, the Secretary may make a finding of de minimis 
impact only if--

(A) the Secretary has determined, in accordance with the consultation process required under 
section 306108 of title 54, United States Code, that--

(i) the transportation program or project will have no adverse effect on the historic site; or

(ii) there will be no historic properties affected by the transportation program or project;

(B) the finding of the Secretary has received written concurrence from the applicable State 
historic preservation officer or tribal historic preservation officer (and from the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation if the Council is participating in the consultation 
process); and

(C) the finding of the Secretary has been developed in consultation with parties consulting as 
part of the process referred to in subparagraph (A).

(3) Parks, recreation areas, and wildlife or waterfowl refuges. With respect to parks, recreation 
areas, or wildlife or waterfowl refuges, the Secretary may make a finding of de minimis 
impact only if--

(A) the Secretary has determined, after public notice and opportunity for public review and 
comment, that the transportation program or project will not adversely affect the activities, 
features, and attributes of the park, recreation area, or wildlife or waterfowl refuge eligible 
for protection under this section; and

(B) the finding of the Secretary has received concurrence from the officials with jurisdiction 
over the park, recreation area, or wildlife or waterfowl refuge.

(e) Satisfaction of requirements for certain historic sites.

(1) In general. The Secretary shall--

(A) align, to the maximum extent practicable, the requirements of this section with the 
requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) 
and section 306108 of title 54 [54 USCS § 306108], including implementing regulations; 
and

(B) not later than 90 days after the date of enactment of this subsection [enacted Dec. 4, 2015], 
coordinate with the Secretary of the Interior and the Executive Director of the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation (referred to in this subsection as the "Council") to 
establish procedures to satisfy the requirements described in subparagraph (A) (including 
regulations).

(2) Avoidance alternative analysis.

(A) In general. If, in an analysis required under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 
(42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.), the Secretary determines that there is no feasible or prudent 
alternative to avoid use of a historic site, the Secretary may--
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(i) include the determination of the Secretary in the analysis required under that Act [42 
USCS §§ 4321 et seq.];

(ii) provide a notice of the determination to--

(I) each applicable State historic preservation officer and tribal historic preservation 
officer;

(II) the Council, if the Council is participating in the consultation process under section 
306108 of title 54 [54 USCS § 306108]; and

(III) the Secretary of the Interior; and

(iii) request from the applicable preservation officer, the Council, and the Secretary of the 
Interior a concurrence that the determination is sufficient to satisfy subsection (c)(1).

(B) Concurrence. If the applicable preservation officer, the Council, and the Secretary of the 
Interior each provide a concurrence requested under subparagraph (A)(iii), no further 
analysis under subsection (c)(1) shall be required.

(C) Publication. A notice of a determination, together with each relevant concurrence to that 
determination, under subparagraph (A) shall--

(i) be included in the record of decision or finding of no significant impact of the Secretary; 
and

(ii) be posted on an appropriate Federal website by not later than 3 days after the date of 
receipt by the Secretary of all concurrences requested under subparagraph (A)(iii).

(3) Aligning historical reviews.

(A) In general. If the Secretary, the applicable preservation officer, the Council, and the 
Secretary of the Interior concur that no feasible and prudent alternative exists as described 
in paragraph (2), the Secretary may provide to the applicable preservation officer, the 
Council, and the Secretary of the Interior notice of the intent of the Secretary to satisfy 
subsection (c)(2) through the consultation requirements of section 306108 of title 54 [54 
USCS § 306108].

(B) Satisfaction of conditions. To satisfy subsection (c)(2), the applicable preservation officer, 
the Council, and the Secretary of the Interior shall concur in the treatment of the applicable 
historic site described in the memorandum of agreement or programmatic agreement 
developed under section 306108 of title 54 [54 USCS § 306108].

(f) References to past transportation environmental authorities.

(1) Section 4(f) requirements. The requirements of this section are commonly referred to as section 
4(f) requirements (see section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act (Public Law 89-
670; 80 Stat. 934) as in effect before the repeal of that section).

(2) Section 106 requirements. The requirements of section 306108 of title 54 [54 USCS § 306108] 
are commonly referred to as section 106 requirements (see section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-665; 80 Stat. 917) as in effect before the repeal of 
that section).
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(g) Bridge exemption from consideration.  A common post-1945 concrete or steel bridge or culvert (as 
described in 77 Fed. Reg. 68790) that is exempt from individual review under section 306108 of 
title 54 [54 USCS § 306108] shall be exempt from consideration under this section.

(h) Rail and transit.

(1) In general. Improvements to, or the maintenance, rehabilitation, or operation of, railroad or rail 
transit lines or elements thereof that are in use or were historically used for the transportation 
of goods or passengers shall not be considered a use of a historic site under subsection (c), 
regardless of whether the railroad or rail transit line or element thereof is listed on, or eligible 
for listing on, the National Register of Historic Places.

(2) Exceptions.

(A) In general. Paragraph (1) shall not apply to--

(i) stations; or

(ii) bridges or tunnels located on--

(I) railroad lines that have been abandoned; or

(II) transit lines that are not in use.

(B) Clarification with respect to certain bridges and tunnels. The bridges and tunnels referred 
to in subparagraph (A)(ii) do not include bridges or tunnels located on railroad or transit 
lines--

(i) over which service has been discontinued; or

(ii) that have been railbanked or otherwise reserved for the transportation of goods or 
passengers.

History

   (Jan. 12, 1983,P.L. 97-449, § 1(b), 96 Stat. 2419; April 2, 1987, P.L. 100-17, Title I, § 133(d), 101 Stat. 
173; Aug. 10, 2005, P.L. 109-59, Title VI, § 6009(a)(2), 119 Stat. 1875.)

   (As amended Dec. 19, 2014,P.L. 113-287, § 5(p), 128 Stat. 3272; Dec. 4, 2015, P.L. 114-94, Div A, 
Title I, Subtitle C, §§ 1301(b), 1302(b), 1303(b), Title XI, Subtitle E, § 11502(b), 129 Stat. 1376, 1377, 
1378, 1690.)

Prior law and revision: 
 

  

  -----------------------------------------------------------  

  

   Revised Section       Source (U.S. Code)    Source (Statutes at Large)  

  -----------------------------------------------------------  

  

   303(a) .........…  49:1651(b)(2).      Oct. 15, 1966, Pub. L. 89-670,  

 

                                                                                                          

   Sec. 2(b) (2), 80 Stat. 931. 

  

                         49:1653(f)(1st      Oct. 15, 1966, Pub. L. 89-670,  
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                          sentence).          Sec. 4(f), 80 Stat. 934;  

                                                                                     

                         restated Aug. 23, 1968, 

 

                                                                                                          

   Pub. L. 90-495, Sec. 

 

                                                                                                          

   18(b), 82 Stat. 824. 

  

   303(b) .........…  49:1653(f)(2d  

                          sentence).  

  

   303(c) .........…  49:1653(f)(less 1st,  

                          2d sentences).  

  

  -----------------------------------------------------------  

 

   In subsection (a), the words "hereby declared to be" before "the policy" are omitted as surplus. The 
words "of the United States Government" are substituted for "national" for clarity and consistency.

   In subsection (b), the words "crossed by transportation activities or facilities" are substituted for 
"traversed" for clarity.

   In subsection (c), before clause (1), the words "After August 23, 1968" after "Secretary" are omitted as 
executed. The word "transportation" is inserted before "program" for clarity. In clause (2), the words "or 
project" are added for consistency.
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49 USCS § 47503

 Current through PL 115-137, approved 3/16/18 

United States Code Service - Titles 1 through 54  >  TITLE 49. TRANSPORTATION  >  SUBTITLE VII. 
AVIATION PROGRAMS  >  PART B. AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT AND NOISE  >  CHAPTER 475. NOISE  
>  SUBCHAPTER I. NOISE ABATEMENT

§ 47503. Noise exposure maps

(a) Submission and preparation.  An airport operator may submit to the Secretary of Transportation a 
noise exposure map showing the noncompatible uses in each area of the map on the date the map 
is submitted, a description of estimated aircraft operations during a forecast period that is at least 5 
years in the future and how those operations will affect the map. The map shall--

(1) be prepared in consultation with public agencies and planning authorities in the area 
surrounding the airport; and

(2) comply with regulations prescribed under section 47502 of this title [49 USCS § 47502].

(b) Revised maps.  If, in an area surrounding an airport, a change in the operation of the airport would 
establish a substantial new noncompatible use, or would significantly reduce noise over existing 
noncompatible uses, that is not reflected in either the existing conditions map or forecast map 
currently on file with the Federal Aviation Administration, the airport operator shall submit a 
revised noise exposure map to the Secretary showing the new noncompatible use or noise 
reduction.

History

   (July 5, 1994,P.L. 103-272, § 1(e), 108 Stat. 1284; Dec. 12, 2003, P.L. 108-176, Title III, Subtitle B, § 
324, 117 Stat. 2542.)

Prior law and revision: 
 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Revised Section Source (U.S. Code)      Source (Statutes at Large)  

------------------------------------------------------------------------  

47503(a).… 49 App.:2103(a)(1).  Feb. 18, 1980, Pub. L. 96-193,  

                      Sec. 103(a), 94 Stat. 50.  

47503(b).… 49 App.:2103(a)(2).  

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "After the effective date of the regulations promulgated in 
accordance with section 2102 of this Appendix" are omitted as executed. The words "of an airport" and 
"at such airport" are omitted as surplus. The word "how" is substituted for "the ways, if any, in which" to 
eliminate unnecessary words. In clause (1), the words "planning authorities" are substituted for "planning 
agencies" for consistency.
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   In subsection (b), the words "to the Secretary" are added for clarity. The words "after the submission to 
the Secretary of a noise exposure map under paragraph (1)" are omitted as surplus.
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49 USCS § 47504

 Current through PL 115-137, approved 3/16/18 

United States Code Service - Titles 1 through 54  >  TITLE 49. TRANSPORTATION  >  SUBTITLE VII. 
AVIATION PROGRAMS  >  PART B. AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT AND NOISE  >  CHAPTER 475. NOISE  
>  SUBCHAPTER I. NOISE ABATEMENT

§ 47504. Noise compatibility programs

(a) Submissions.

(1) An airport operator that submitted a noise exposure map and related information under section 
47503(a) of this title [49 USCS § 47503(a)] may submit a noise compatibility program to the 
Secretary of Transportation after--

(A) consulting with public agencies and planning authorities in the area surrounding the 
airport, United States Government officials having local responsibility for the airport, and 
air carriers using the airport; and

(B) notice and an opportunity for a public hearing.

(2) A program submitted under paragraph (1) of this subsection shall state the measures the 
operator has taken or proposes to take to reduce existing noncompatible uses and prevent 
introducing additional noncompatible uses in the area covered by the map. The measures may 
include--

(A) establishing a preferential runway system;

(B) restricting the use of the airport by a type or class of aircraft because of the noise 
characteristics of the aircraft;

(C) constructing barriers and acoustical shielding and soundproofing public buildings;

(D) using flight procedures to control the operation of aircraft to reduce exposure of 
individuals to noise in the area surrounding the airport; and

(E) acquiring land, air rights, easements, development rights, and other interests to ensure that 
the property will be used in ways compatible with airport operations.

(b) Approvals.

(1) The Secretary shall approve or disapprove a program submitted under subsection (a) of this 
section (except as the program is related to flight procedures referred to in subsection 
(a)(2)(D) of this section) not later than 180 days after receiving it. The Secretary shall approve 
the program (except as the program is related to flight procedures referred to in subsection 
(a)(2)(D)) if the program--

(A) does not place an unreasonable burden on interstate or foreign commerce;

(B) is reasonably consistent with achieving the goal of reducing noncompatible uses and 
preventing the introduction of additional noncompatible uses; and
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(C) provides for necessary revisions because of a revised map submitted under section 
47503(b) of this title [49 USCS § 47503(b)].

(2) A program (except as the program is related to flight procedures referred to in subsection 
(a)(2)(D) of this section) is deemed to be approved if the Secretary does not act within the 
180-day period.

(3) The Secretary shall submit any part of a program related to flight procedures referred to in 
subsection (a)(2)(D) of this section to the Administrator of the Federal Aviation 
Administration. The Administrator shall approve or disapprove that part of the program.

(4) The Secretary shall not approve in fiscal years 2004 through 2007 a program submitted under 
subsection (a) if the program requires the expenditure of funds made available under section 
48103 [49 USCS § 48103] for mitigation of aircraft noise less than 65 DNL.

(c) Grants.

(1) The Secretary may incur obligations to make grants from amounts available under section 
48103 of this title [49 USCS § 48103] to carry out a project under a part of a noise 
compatibility program approved under subsection (b) of this section. A grant may be made to-
-

(A) an airport operator submitting the program; and

(B) a unit of local government in the area surrounding the airport, if the Secretary decides the 
unit is able to carry out the project.

(2) Soundproofing and acquisition of certain residential buildings and properties. The Secretary 
may incur obligations to make grants from amounts made available under section 48103 of 
this title [49 USCS § 48103]--

(A) for projects to soundproof residential buildings--

(i) if the airport operator received approval for a grant for a project to soundproof 
residential buildings pursuant to section 301(d)(4)(B) of the Airport and Airway Safety 
and Capacity Expansion Act of 1987;

(ii) if the airport operator submits updated noise exposure contours, as required by the 
Secretary; and

(iii) if the Secretary determines that the proposed projects are compatible with the purposes 
of this chapter [49 USCS §§ 47501 et seq.];

(B) to an airport operator and unit of local government referred to in paragraph (1)(A) or 
(1)(B) of this subsection to soundproof residential buildings located on residential 
properties, and to acquire residential properties, at which noise levels are not compatible 
with normal operations of an airport--

(i) if the airport operator amended an existing local aircraft noise regulation during 
calendar year 1993 to increase the maximum permitted noise levels for scheduled air 
carrier aircraft as a direct result of implementation of revised aircraft noise departure 
procedures mandated for aircraft safety purposes by the Administrator of the Federal 
Aviation Administration for standardized application at airports served by scheduled 
air carriers;
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(ii) if the airport operator submits updated noise exposure contours, as required by the 
Secretary; and

(iii) if the Secretary determines that the proposed projects are compatible with the purposes 
of this chapter [49 USCS §§ 47501 et seq.];

(C) to an airport operator and unit of local government referred to in paragraph (1)(A) or 
(1)(B) of this subsection to carry out any part of a program developed before February 18, 
1980, or before implementing regulations were prescribed, if the Secretary decides the 
program is substantially consistent with reducing existing noncompatible uses and 
preventing the introduction of additional noncompatible uses and the purposes of this 
chapter [49 USCS §§ 47501 et seq.] will be furthered by promptly carrying out the 
program;

(D) to an airport operator and unit of local government referred to in paragraph (1)(A) or 
(1)(B) of this subsection to soundproof a building in the noise impact area surrounding the 
airport that is used primarily for educational or medical purposes and that the Secretary 
decides is adversely affected by airport noise; and

(E) to an airport operator of a congested airport (as defined in section 47175 [49 USCS § 
47175]) and a unit of local government referred to in paragraph (1)(B) of this subsection to 
carry out a project to mitigate noise in the area surrounding the airport if the project is 
included as a commitment in a record of decision of the Federal Aviation Administration 
for an airport capacity enhancement project (as defined in section 47175 [49 USCS § 
47175]) even if that airport has not met the requirements of part 150 of title 14, Code of 
Federal Regulations.

(3) An airport operator may agree to make a grant made under paragraph (1)(A) of this subsection 
available to a public agency in the area surrounding the airport if the Secretary decides the 
agency is able to carry out the project.

(4) The Government's share of a project for which a grant is made under this subsection is the 
greater of--

(A) 80 percent of the cost of the project; or

(B) the Government's share that would apply if the amounts available for the project were 
made available under subchapter I of chapter 471 [49 USCS §§ 47101 et seq.] of this title 
for a project at the airport.

(5) The provisions of subchapter I of chapter 471 [49 USCS §§ 47101 et seq.] of this title related 
to grants apply to a grant made under this chapter [49 USCS §§ 47501 et seq.], except--

(A) section 47109(a) and (b) of this title [49 USCS § 47109(a)]; and

(B) any provision that the Secretary decides is inconsistent with, or unnecessary to carry out, 
this chapter [49 USCS §§ 47501 et seq.]

(6) Aircraft noise primarily caused by military aircraft. The Secretary may make a grant under this 
subsection for a project even if the purpose of the project is to mitigate the effect of noise 
primarily caused by military aircraft at an airport.
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(d) Government relief from liability.  The Government is not liable for damages from aviation noise 
because of action taken under this section.

(e) Grants for assessment of flight procedures.

(1) In general. In accordance with subsection (c)(1), the Secretary may make a grant to an airport 
operator to assist in completing environmental review and assessment activities for proposals 
to implement flight procedures at such airport that have been approved as part of an airport 
noise compatibility program under subsection (b).

(2) Additional staff. The Administrator may accept funds from an airport operator, including funds 
provided to the operator under paragraph (1), to hire additional staff or obtain the services of 
consultants in order to facilitate the timely processing, review, and completion of 
environmental activities associated with proposals to implement flight procedures at such 
airport that have been approved as part of an airport noise compatibility program under 
subsection (b).

(3) Receipts credited as offsetting collections. Notwithstanding section 3302 of title 31, any funds 
accepted under this section--

(A) shall be credited as offsetting collections to the account that finances the activities and 
services for which the funds are accepted;

(B) shall be available for expenditure only to pay the costs of activities and services for which 
the funds are accepted; and

(C) shall remain available until expended.

(f) Determination of fair market value of residential properties.  In approving a project to acquire 
residential real property using financial assistance made available under this section or chapter 
471 [49 USCS §§ 47101 et seq.], the Secretary shall ensure that the appraisal of the property to be 
acquired disregards any decrease or increase in the fair market value of the real property caused 
by the project for which the property is to be acquired, or by the likelihood that the property 
would be acquired for the project, other than that due to physical deterioration within the 
reasonable control of the owner.

History

   (July 5, 1994,P.L. 103-272, § 1(e), 108 Stat. 1285; Aug. 23, 1994, P.L. 103-305, Title I, § 119, 108 Stat. 
1580; Oct. 31, 1994, P.L. 103-429, § 6(71), 108 Stat. 4387; April 5, 2000, P.L. 106-181, Title I, Subtitle 
C, § 154, 114 Stat. 88; Dec. 12, 2003, P.L. 108-176, Title I, Subtitle D, § 189, Title III, Subtitle A, § 306, 
117 Stat. 2519, 2539.)

   (As amended Feb. 14, 2012,P.L. 112-95, Title V, §§ 504, 505, 126 Stat. 104.)

Prior law and revision: 

Pub. L. 103-272 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Revised Section Source (U.S. Code)      Source (Statutes at Large)  

------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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47504(a).… 49 App.:2104(a).   Feb. 18, 1980, Pub. L. 96-193,  

                      Sec. 104(a), 94 Stat. 51; Dec.  

                      30, 1987, Pub. L. 100-223,  

                      Sec. 301(a), 101 Stat. 1523.  

47504(b).… 49 App.:2104(b).   Feb. 18, 1980, Pub. L. 96-193,  

                      Sec. 104(b), (d), 94 Stat. 52,  

                      53.  

47504(c).… 49 App.:2104(c).   Feb. 18, 1980, Pub. L. 96-193,  

                      Sec. 104(c), 94 Stat. 52; Sept.  

                      3, 1982, Pub. L. 97-248, Sec.  

                      524(b)(4), 96 Stat. 696; Dec.  

                      30, 1987, Pub. L. 100-223, Sec.  

                      301(b), (c), 101 Stat. 1523;  

                      Oct. 28, 1991, Pub. L. 102-143,  

                      Sec. 336, 105 Stat. 947.  

47504(d).… 49 App.:2104(d).  

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   In subsection (a)(1)(A), the words "the officials of" are omitted as surplus. The words "planning 
authorities" are substituted for "planning agencies" for consistency.

   In subsection (a)(2)(A), the word "establishing" is substituted for "the implementation of" for 
consistency.

   In subsection (a)(2)(B), the words "the implementation of" are omitted as surplus.

   In subsection (b)(1), before clause (A), the words "to him" and "the measures to be undertaken in 
carrying out" are omitted as surplus. In clause (B), the word "achieving" is substituted for "obtaining" for 
clarity. The word "existing" is omitted as surplus.

   Subsection (b)(2) is substituted for 49 App.:2104(b) (3d sentence) to eliminate unnecessary words.

   In subsection (c)(1)(B) and (2), the words "for which grant applications are made in accordance with 
such noise compatibility programs" are omitted as surplus.

   In subsection (c)(1), before clause (A), the words "incur obligations to" and "further . . . under this 
section" are omitted as surplus. In clause (C), the words "to carry out any part of a program" are 
substituted for "any project to carry out a noise compatibility program", and the words "or before 
implementing regulations were prescribed" are substituted for "or the promulgation of its implementing 
regulations", for clarity and consistency. The words "the purposes of" before "reducing" are omitted as 
surplus. The word "noncompatible" is added after "existing" for clarity and consistency. In clause (D), the 
words "for any project" and "determined to be" are omitted as surplus.

   In subsection (c)(2), the words "in turn" are omitted as surplus.

   In subsection (c)(4), before clause (A), the words "All of" and "made under section 505 of that Act" are 
omitted as surplus. The word "except" is substituted for "unless" for clarity. In clause (1), the words 
"relating to United States share of project costs" are omitted as surplus. In clause (2), the words "the 
purposes of" are omitted as surplus.

   In subsection (d), the words "by the Secretary or the Administrator of the Federal Aviation 
Administration" are omitted as surplus.

Pub. L. 103-429
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   This redesignates 49:47504(c)(1)(C) and (D) as 49:47504(c)(2)(C) and (D) because the subject matter is 
similar to that of 49:47504(c)(2)(A) and (B) that was added by section 119(2) of the Federal Aviation 
Administration Authorization Act of 1994 (Public Law 103-305, 108 Stat. 1580).
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49 USCS § 47505

 Current through PL 115-137, approved 3/16/18 

United States Code Service - Titles 1 through 54  >  TITLE 49. TRANSPORTATION  >  SUBTITLE VII. 
AVIATION PROGRAMS  >  PART B. AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT AND NOISE  >  CHAPTER 475. NOISE  
>  SUBCHAPTER I. NOISE ABATEMENT

§ 47505. Airport noise compatibility planning grants

(a) General authority.  The Secretary of Transportation may make a grant to a sponsor of an airport to 
develop, for planning purposes, information necessary to prepare and submit--

(1) a noise exposure map and related information under section 47503 of this title [49 USCS § 
47503], including the cost of obtaining the information; or

(2) a noise compatibility program under section 47504 of this title [49 USCS § 47504].

(b) Availability of amounts and Government's share of costs.  A grant under subsection (a) of this 
section may be made from amounts available under section 48103 of this title [49 USCS § 48103]. 
The United States Government's share of the grant is the percent for which a project for airport 
development at an airport would be eligible under section 47109(a) and (b) of this title [49 USCS 
§ 47109(a) and (b)].

History

   (July 5, 1994,P.L. 103-272, § 1(e), 108 Stat. 1286.)

Prior law and revision: 
 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Revised Section Source (U.S. Code)      Source (Statutes at Large)  

------------------------------------------------------------------------  

47505..…  49 App.:2103(b).   Feb. 18, 1980, Pub. L. 96-193,  

                      Sec. 103(b), 94 Stat. 51;  

                      restated Sept. 3, 1982, Pub.  

                      L. 97-248, Sec. 524(b)(3), 96  

                      Stat. 696.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   In subsection (a), before clause (1), the words "incur obligations to" are omitted as surplus.
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54 USCS § 306108

 Current through PL 115-137, approved 3/16/18 

United States Code Service - Titles 1 through 54  >  TITLE 54. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE AND RELATED 
PROGRAMS  >  SUBTITLE III. NATIONAL PRESERVATION PROGRAMS  >  PART A. HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION  >  SUBPART 5. FEDERAL AGENCY HISTORIC PRESERVATION RESPONSIBILITIES  
>  CHAPTER 3061. PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITIES  >  SUBCHAPTER I. IN 
GENERAL

§ 306108. Effect of undertaking on historic property

The head of any Federal agency having direct or indirect jurisdiction over a proposed Federal or federally 
assisted undertaking in any State and the head of any Federal department or independent agency having 
authority to license any undertaking, prior to the approval of the expenditure of any Federal funds on the 
undertaking or prior to the issuance of any license, shall take into account the effect of the undertaking on 
any historic property. The head of the Federal agency shall afford the Council a reasonable opportunity to 
comment with regard to the undertaking.

History

   (Dec. 19, 2014,P.L. 113-287, § 3, 128 Stat. 3227.)

Prior law and revision: 
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Revised Section   Source (U.S. Code)       Source (Statutes at Large)  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

306108 …    16 U.S.C. 470f         Pub. L. 89-665, title I, Sec. 106, Oct. 15, 1966, 80 

 Stat. 917; Pub. L. 94-422, title II, Sec. 201(3),  

 Sept. 28, 1976, 90 Stat. 1320.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

   The words "historic property" are substituted for "district, site, building, structure, or object that is 
included in or eligible for inclusion in the National Register" because of the definition of "historic 
property" in section 300308 of the new title.
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54 USCS § 306109

 Current through PL 115-137, approved 3/16/18 

United States Code Service - Titles 1 through 54  >  TITLE 54. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE AND RELATED 
PROGRAMS  >  SUBTITLE III. NATIONAL PRESERVATION PROGRAMS  >  PART A. HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION  >  SUBPART 5. FEDERAL AGENCY HISTORIC PRESERVATION RESPONSIBILITIES  
>  CHAPTER 3061. PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITIES  >  SUBCHAPTER I. IN 
GENERAL

§ 306109. Costs of preservation as eligible project costs

A Federal agency may include the costs of preservation activities of the agency under this division as 
eligible project costs in all undertakings of the agency or assisted by the agency. The eligible project costs 
may include amounts paid by a Federal agency to a State to be used in carrying out the preservation 
responsibilities of the Federal agency under this division, and reasonable costs may be charged to Federal 
licensees and permittees as a condition to the issuance of the license or permit.

History

   (Dec. 19, 2014,P.L. 113-287, § 3, 128 Stat. 3227.)

Prior law and revision: 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Revised Section   Source (U.S. Code)       Source (Statutes at Large)  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

306109 …    16 U.S.C. 470h-2(g)    Pub. L. 89-665, title I, Sec. 110(g), as added Pub. 

 L. 96-515, title II, Sec. 206, Dec. 12, 1980, 94  

 Stat. 2996.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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54 USCS § 306110

 Current through PL 115-137, approved 3/16/18 

United States Code Service - Titles 1 through 54  >  TITLE 54. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE AND RELATED 
PROGRAMS  >  SUBTITLE III. NATIONAL PRESERVATION PROGRAMS  >  PART A. HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION  >  SUBPART 5. FEDERAL AGENCY HISTORIC PRESERVATION RESPONSIBILITIES  
>  CHAPTER 3061. PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITIES  >  SUBCHAPTER I. IN 
GENERAL

§ 306110. Annual preservation awards program

The Secretary shall establish an annual preservation awards program under which the Secretary may make 
monetary awards in amounts of not to exceed $ 1,000 and provide citations for special achievement to 
officers and employees of Federal, State, and certified local governments in recognition of their 
outstanding contributions to the preservation of historic property. The program may include the issuance 
of annual awards by the President to any citizen of the United States recommended for the award by the 
Secretary.

History

   (Dec. 19, 2014,P.L. 113-287, § 3, 128 Stat. 3227.)

Prior law and revision: 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Revised Section   Source (U.S. Code)       Source (Statutes at Large)  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

306110 …    16 U.S.C. 470h-2(h)    Pub. L. 89-665, title I, Sec. 110(h), as added Pub. 

 L. 96-515, title II, Sec. 206, Dec. 12, 1980, 94  

 Stat. 2997.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

   The words "historic property" are substituted for "historic resources" for consistency because the 
defined term in the new division is "historic property".
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54 USCS § 306111

 Current through PL 115-137, approved 3/16/18 

United States Code Service - Titles 1 through 54  >  TITLE 54. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE AND RELATED 
PROGRAMS  >  SUBTITLE III. NATIONAL PRESERVATION PROGRAMS  >  PART A. HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION  >  SUBPART 5. FEDERAL AGENCY HISTORIC PRESERVATION RESPONSIBILITIES  
>  CHAPTER 3061. PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITIES  >  SUBCHAPTER I. IN 
GENERAL

§ 306111. Environmental impact statement

Nothing in this division [54 USCS §§ 300101 et seq.] shall be construed to--

(1) require the preparation of an environmental impact statement where the statement would not 
otherwise be required under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321 
et seq.); or

(2) provide any exemption from any requirement respecting the preparation of an environmental 
impact statement under that Act.

History

   (Dec. 19, 2014,P.L. 113-287, § 3, 128 Stat. 3227.)

Prior law and revision: 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Revised Section   Source (U.S. Code)       Source (Statutes at Large)  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

306111 …    16 U.S.C. 470h-2(i)    Pub. L. 89-665, title I, Sec. 110(i), as added Pub. 

 L. 96-515, title II, Sec. 206, Dec. 12, 1980, 94  

 Stat. 2997.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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54 USCS § 306112

 Current through PL 115-137, approved 3/16/18 

United States Code Service - Titles 1 through 54  >  TITLE 54. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE AND RELATED 
PROGRAMS  >  SUBTITLE III. NATIONAL PRESERVATION PROGRAMS  >  PART A. HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION  >  SUBPART 5. FEDERAL AGENCY HISTORIC PRESERVATION RESPONSIBILITIES  
>  CHAPTER 3061. PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITIES  >  SUBCHAPTER I. IN 
GENERAL

§ 306112. Waiver of provisions in event of natural disaster or imminent threat to 
national security

The Secretary shall promulgate regulations under which the requirements of this subchapter (except 
section 306108) [54 USCS §§ 306101-306107, 306109-306114] may be waived in whole or in part in the 
event of a major natural disaster or an imminent threat to national security.

History

   (Dec. 19, 2014,P.L. 113-287, § 3, 128 Stat. 3227.)

Prior law and revision: 
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  

Revised Section   Source (U.S. Code)       Source (Statutes at Large)  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

306112 …    16 U.S.C. 470h-2(j)    Pub. L. 89-665, title I, Sec. 110(j), as added Pub. 

 L. 96-515, title II, Sec. 206, Dec. 12, 1980, 94  

 Stat. 2997.  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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54 USCS § 306113

 Current through PL 115-137, approved 3/16/18 

United States Code Service - Titles 1 through 54  >  TITLE 54. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE AND RELATED 
PROGRAMS  >  SUBTITLE III. NATIONAL PRESERVATION PROGRAMS  >  PART A. HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION  >  SUBPART 5. FEDERAL AGENCY HISTORIC PRESERVATION RESPONSIBILITIES  
>  CHAPTER 3061. PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITIES  >  SUBCHAPTER I. IN 
GENERAL

§ 306113. Anticipatory demolition

Each Federal agency shall ensure that the agency will not grant a loan, loan guarantee, permit, license, or 
other assistance to an applicant that, with intent to avoid the requirements of section 306108 of this title 
[54 USCS § 306108], has intentionally significantly adversely affected a historic property to which the 
grant would relate, or having legal power to prevent it, has allowed the significant adverse effect to occur, 
unless the agency, after consultation with the Council, determines that circumstances justify granting the 
assistance despite the adverse effect created or permitted by the applicant.

History

   (Dec. 19, 2014,P.L. 113-287, § 3, 128 Stat. 3227.)

Prior law and revision: 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Revised Section  Source (U.S. Code)     Source (Statutes at Large)  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

306113…  16 U.S.C. 470h-2(k)   Pub. L. 89-665, title I, Sec. 110(k), as added Pub.       

                      L. 102-575, title XL, Sec. 4012(3), Oct. 30, 1992,           

                      106 Stat. 4760.                  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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54 USCS § 306114

 Current through PL 115-137, approved 3/16/18 

United States Code Service - Titles 1 through 54  >  TITLE 54. NATIONAL PARK SERVICE AND RELATED 
PROGRAMS  >  SUBTITLE III. NATIONAL PRESERVATION PROGRAMS  >  PART A. HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION  >  SUBPART 5. FEDERAL AGENCY HISTORIC PRESERVATION RESPONSIBILITIES  
>  CHAPTER 3061. PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITIES  >  SUBCHAPTER I. IN 
GENERAL

§ 306114. Documentation of decisions respecting undertakings

With respect to any undertaking subject to section 306108 of this title [54 USCS § 306108] that adversely 
affects any historic property for which a Federal agency has not entered into an agreement pursuant to 
regulations issued by the Council, the head of the agency shall document any decision made pursuant to 
section 306108 of this title [54 USCS § 306108]. The head of the agency may not delegate the 
responsibility to document a decision pursuant to this section. Where an agreement pursuant to regulations 
issued by the Council has been executed with respect to an undertaking, the agreement shall govern the 
undertaking and all of its parts.

History

   (Dec. 19, 2014,P.L. 113-287, § 3, 128 Stat. 3228.)

Prior law and revision: 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Revised Section  Source (U.S. Code)     Source (Statutes at Large)  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

306114…  16 U.S.C. 470h-2(l)   Pub. L. 89-665, title I, Sec. 110(l), as added Pub.       

                      L. 102-575, title XL, Sec. 4012(3), Oct. 30, 1992,           

                      106 Stat. 4761; Pub. L. 106-208, Sec. 5(a)(8), May           

                      26, 2000, 114 Stat. 319.                

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

   The words "historic property" are substituted for "property included in or eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register" because of the definition of "historic property" in section 300308 of the new title. The 
words "to document a decision pursuant to this section" are substituted for "pursuant to such section" for 
clarity. The language was not intended to limit agency authority to delegate responsibilities under section 
106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (§ Public Law 89-665, 80 Stat. 917). The words "agreement 
pursuant to regulations issued by the Council" are substituted for "a section 106 memorandum", and the 
word "agreement" is substituted for "memorandum", for clarity and for consistency in the new section.
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36 CFR 800.2

This document is current through the March 19, 2018 issue of the Federal Register. Title 3 is current 
through March 16, 2018.

 Code of Federal Regulations  >  TITLE 36 -- PARKS, FORESTS, AND PUBLIC PROPERTY  >  CHAPTER 
VIII -- ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION  >  PART 800 -- PROTECTION OF 
HISTORIC PROPERTIES  >  SUBPART A -- PURPOSES AND PARTICIPANTS

§ 800.2 Participants in Section 106 process.

(a)Agency official. It is the statutory obligation of the Federal agency to fulfill the requirements of 
section 106 and to ensure that an agency official with jurisdiction over an undertaking takes legal and 
financial responsibility for section 106 compliance in accordance with subpart B of this part. The 
agency official has approval authority for the undertaking and can commit the Federal agency to take 
appropriate action for a specific undertaking as a result of section 106 compliance. For the purposes of 
subpart C of this part, the agency official has the authority to commit the Federal agency to any 
obligation it may assume in the implementation of a program alternative. The agency official may be a 
State, local, or tribal government official who has been delegated legal responsibility for compliance 
with section 106 in accordance with Federal law.

(1)Professional standards. Section 112(a)(1)(A) of the act requires each Federal agency 
responsible for the protection of historic resources, including archeological resources, to 
ensure that all actions taken by employees or contractors of the agency shall meet professional 
standards under regulations developed by the Secretary.

(2)Lead Federal agency. If more than one Federal agency is involved in an undertaking, some 
or all the agencies may designate a lead Federal agency, which shall identify the appropriate 
official to serve as the agency official who shall act on their behalf, fulfilling their collective 
responsibilities under section 106. Those Federal agencies that do not designate a lead Federal 
agency remain individually responsible for their compliance with this part.

(3)Use of contractors. Consistent with applicable conflict of interest laws, the agency official 
may use the services of applicants, consultants, or designees to prepare information, analyses 
and recommendations under this part. The agency official remains legally responsible for all 
required findings and determinations. If a document or study is prepared by a non-Federal 
party, the agency official is responsible for ensuring that its content meets applicable standards 
and guidelines.

(4)Consultation. The agency official shall involve the consulting parties described in paragraph 
(c) of this section in findings and determinations made during the section 106 process. The 
agency official should plan consultations appropriate to the scale of the undertaking and the 
scope of Federal involvement and coordinated with other requirements of other statutes, as 
applicable, such as the National Environmental Policy Act, the Native American Graves 
Protection and Repatriation Act, the American Indian Religious Freedom Act, the 
Archeological Resources Protection Act, and agency-specific legislation. The Council 
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36 CFR 800.2

encourages the agency official to use to the extent possible existing agency procedures and 
mechanisms to fulfill the consultation requirements of this part.

(b)Council. The Council issues regulations to implement section 106, provides guidance and advice 
on the application of the procedures in this part, and generally oversees the operation of the section 
106 process. The Council also consults with and comments to agency officials on individual 
undertakings and programs that affect historic properties.

(1)Council entry into the section 106 process. When the Council determines that its 
involvement is necessary to ensure that the purposes of section 106 and the act are met, the 
Council may enter the section 106 process. Criteria guiding Council decisions to enter the 
section 106 process are found in appendix A to this part. The Council will document that the 
criteria have been met and notify the parties to the section 106 process as required by this part.

(2)Council assistance. Participants in the section 106 process may seek advice, guidance and 
assistance from the Council on the application of this part to specific undertakings, including 
the resolution of disagreements, whether or not the Council is formally involved in the review 
of the undertaking. If questions arise regarding the conduct of the section 106 process, 
participants are encouraged to obtain the Council's advice on completing the process.

(c)Consulting parties. The following parties have consultative roles in the section 106 process.

(1)State historic preservation officer.

(i)The State historic preservation officer (SHPO) reflects the interests of the State and its 
citizens in the preservation of their cultural heritage. In accordance with section 101(b)(3) 
of the act, the SHPO advises and assists Federal agencies in carrying out their section 106 
responsibilities and cooperates with such agencies, local governments and organizations 
and individuals to ensure that historic properties are taking into consideration at all levels 
of planning and development.

(ii)If an Indian tribe has assumed the functions of the SHPO in the section 106 process for 
undertakings on tribal lands, the SHPO shall participate as a consulting party if the 
undertaking takes place on tribal lands but affects historic properties off tribal lands, if 
requested in accordance with § 800.3(c)(1), or if the Indian tribe agrees to include the 
SHPO pursuant to § 800.3(f)(3).

(2)Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian organizations.

(i)Consultation on tribal lands.

(A)Tribal historic preservation officer. For a tribe that has assumed the responsibilities 
of the SHPO for section 106 on tribal lands under section 101(d)(2) of the act, the tribal 
historic preservation officer (THPO) appointed or designated in accordance with the act 
is the official representative for the purposes of section 106. The agency official shall 
consult with the THPO in lieu of the SHPO regarding undertakings occurring on or 
affecting historic properties on tribal lands.

(B)Tribes that have not assumed SHPO functions. When an Indian tribe has not 
assumed the responsibilities of the SHPO for section 106 on tribal lands under section 
101(d)(2) of the act, the agency official shall consult with a representative designated 
by such Indian tribe in addition to the SHPO regarding undertakings occurring on or 
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affecting historic properties on its tribal lands. Such Indian tribes have the same rights 
of consultation and concurrence that the THPOs are given throughout subpart B of this 
part, except that such consultations shall be in addition to and on the same basis as 
consultation with the SHPO.

(ii)Consultation on historic properties of significance to Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian 
organizations. Section 101(d)(6)(B) of the act requires the agency official to consult with 
any Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization that attaches religious and cultural 
significance to historic properties that may be affected by an undertaking. This requirement 
applies regardless of the location of the historic property. Such Indian tribe or Native 
Hawaiian organization shall be a consulting party.

(A)The agency official shall ensure that consultation in the section 106 process 
provides the Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization a reasonable opportunity to 
identify its concerns about historic properties, advise on the identification and 
evaluation of historic properties, including those of traditional religious and cultural 
importance, articulate its views on the undertaking's effects on such properties, and 
participate in the resolution of adverse effects. It is the responsibility of the agency 
official to make a reasonable and good faith effort to identify Indian tribes and Native 
Hawaiian organizations that shall be consulted in the section 106 process. Consultation 
should commence early in the planning process, in order to identify and discuss 
relevant preservation issues and resolve concerns about the confidentiality of 
information on historic properties.

(B)The Federal Government has a unique legal relationship with Indian tribes set forth 
in the Constitution of the United States, treaties, statutes, and court decisions. 
Consultation with Indian tribes should be conducted in a sensitive manner respectful of 
tribal sovereignty. Nothing in this part alters, amends, repeals, interprets, or modifies 
tribal sovereignty, any treaty rights, or other rights of an Indian tribe, or preempts, 
modifies, or limits the exercise of any such rights.

(C)Consultation with an Indian tribe must recognize the government-to-government 
relationship between the Federal Government and Indian tribes. The agency official 
shall consult with representatives designated or identified by the tribal government or 
the governing body of a Native Hawaiian organization. Consultation with Indian tribes 
and Native Hawaiian organizations should be conducted in a manner sensitive to the 
concerns and needs of the Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization.

(D)When Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian organizations attach religious and cultural 
significance to historic properties off tribal lands, section 101(d)(6)(B) of the act 
requires Federal agencies to consult with such Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian 
organizations in the section 106 process. Federal agencies should be aware that 
frequently historic properties of religious and cultural significance are located on 
ancestral, aboriginal, or ceded lands of Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian organizations 
and should consider that when complying with the procedures in this part.

(E)An Indian tribe or a Native Hawaiian organization may enter into an agreement with 
an agency official that specifies how they will carry out responsibilities under this part, 
including concerns over the confidentiality of information. An agreement may cover all 
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aspects of tribal participation in the section 106 process, provided that no modification 
may be made in the roles of other parties to the section 106 process without their 
consent. An agreement may grant the Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization 
additional rights to participate or concur in agency decisions in the section 106 process 
beyond those specified in subpart B of this part. The agency official shall provide a 
copy of any such agreement to the Council and the appropriate SHPOs.

(F)An Indian tribe that has not assumed the responsibilities of the SHPO for section 
106 on tribal lands under section 101(d)(2) of the act may notify the agency official in 
writing that it is waiving its rights under § 800.6(c)(1) to execute a memorandum of 
agreement.

(3)Representatives of local governments. A representative of a local government with 
jurisdiction over the area in which the effects of an undertaking may occur is entitled to 
participate as a consulting party. Under other provisions of Federal law, the local government 
may be authorized to act as the agency official for purposes of section 106.

(4)Applicants for Federal assistance, permits, licenses, and other approvals. An applicant for 
Federal assistance or for a Federal permit, license, or other approval is entitled to participate as 
a consulting party as defined in this part. The agency official may authorize an applicant or 
group of applicants t of apiate consultation with the SHPO/THPO and others, but remains 
legally responsible for all findings and determinations charged to the agency official. The 
agency official shall notify the SHPO/THPO when an applicant or group of applicants is so 
authorized. A Federal agency may authorize all applicants in a specific program pursuant to 
this section by providing notice to all SHPO/THPOs. Federal agencies that provide 
authorizations to applicants remain responsible for their government-to-government 
relationships with Indian tribes.

(5)Additional consulting parties. Certain individuals and organizations with a demonstrated 
interest in the undertaking may participate as consulting parties due to the nature of their legal 
or economic relation to the undertaking or affected properties, or their concern with the 
undertaking's effects on historic properties.

(d)The public.

(1)Nature of involvement. The views of the public are essential to informed Federal 
decisionmaking in the section 106 process. The agency official shall seek and consider the 
views of the public in a manner that reflects the nature and complexity of the undertaking and 
its effects on historic properties, the likely interest of the public in the effects on historic 
properties, confidentiality concerns of private individuals and businesses, and the relationship 
of the Federal involvement to the undertaking.

(2)Providing notice and information. The agency official must, except where appropriate to 
protect confidentiality concerns of affected parties, provide the public with information about 
an undertaking and its effects on historic properties and seek public comment and input. 
Members of the public may also provide views on their own initiative for the agency official to 
consider in decisionmaking.

(3)Use of agency procedures. The agency official may use the agency's procedures for public 
involvement under the National Environmental Policy Act or other program requirements in 
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lieu of public involvement requirements in subpart B of this part, if they provide adequate 
opportunities for public involvement consistent with this subpart.

Statutory Authority

AUTHORITY NOTE APPLICABLE TO ENTIRE PART: 

16 U.S.C. 470s.

History

[51 FR 31118, Sept. 2, 1986; 64 FR 27044, 27071, May 18, 1999; 65 FR 77698, 77726, Dec. 12, 2000]
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36 CFR 800.4

This document is current through the March 19, 2018 issue of the Federal Register. Title 3 is current 
through March 16, 2018.

 Code of Federal Regulations  >  TITLE 36 -- PARKS, FORESTS, AND PUBLIC PROPERTY  >  CHAPTER 
VIII -- ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION  >  PART 800 -- PROTECTION OF 
HISTORIC PROPERTIES  >  SUBPART B -- THE SECTION 106 PROCESS

§ 800.4 Identification of historic properties.

(a)Determine scope of identification efforts. In consultation with the SHPO/THPO, the agency official 
shall:

(1)Determine and document the area of potential effects, as defined in § 800.16(d);

(2)Review existing information on historic properties within the area of potential effects, 
including any data concerning possible historic properties not yet identified;

(3)Seek information, as appropriate, from consulting parties, and other individuals and 
organizations likely to have knowledge of, or concerns with, historic properties in the area, and 
identify issues relating to the undertaking's potential effects on historic properties; and

(4)Gather information from any Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization identified 
pursuant to § 800.3(f) to assist in identifying properties, including those located off tribal 
lands, which may be of religious and cultural significance to them and may be eligible for the 
National Register, recognizing that an Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization may be 
reluctant to divulge specific information regarding the location, nature, and activities 
associated with such sites. The agency official should address concerns raised about 
confidentiality pursuant to § 800.11(c).

(b)Identify historic properties. Based on the information gathered under paragraph (a) of this section, 
and in consultation with the SHPO/THPO and any Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization that 
might attach religious and cultural significance to properties within the area of potential effects, the 
agency official shall take the steps necessary to identify historic properties within the area of potential 
effects.

(1)Level of effort. The agency official shall make a reasonable and good faith effort to carry 
out appropriate identification efforts, which may include background research, consultation, 
oral history interviews, sample field investigation, and field survey. The agency official shall 
take into account past planning, research and studies, the magnitude and nature of the 
undertaking and the degree of Federal involvement, the nature and extent of potential effects 
on historic properties, and the likely nature and location of historic properties within the area 
of potential effects. The Secretary's standards and guidelines for identification provide 
guidance on this subject. The agency official should also consider other applicable 
professional, State, tribal, and local laws, standards, and guidelines. The agency official shall 
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take into account any confidentiality concerns raised by Indian tribes or Native Hawaiian 
organizations during the identification process.

(2)Phased identification and evaluation. Where alternatives under consideration consist of 
corridors or large land areas, or where access to properties is restricted, the agency official may 
use a phased process to conduct identification and evaluation efforts. The agency official may 
also defer final identification and evaluation of historic properties if it is specifically provided 
for in a memorandum of agreement executed pursuant to § 800.6, a programmatic agreement 
executed pursuant to § 800.14(b), or the documents used by an agency official to comply with 
the National Environmental Policy Act pursuant to § 800.8. The process should establish the 
likely presence of historic properties within the area of potential effects for each alternative or 
inaccessible area through background research, consultation and an appropriate level of field 
investigation, taking into account the number of alternatives under consideration, the 
magnitude of the undertaking and its likely effects, and the views of the SHPO/THPO and any 
other consulting parties. As specific aspects or locations of an alternative are refined or access 
is gained, the agency official shall proceed with the identification and evaluation of historic 
properties in accordance with paragraphs (b)(1) and (c) of this section.

(c)  Evaluate historic significance. 

(1)Apply National Register criteria. In consultation with the SHPO/THPO and any Indian tribe 
or Native Hawaiian organization that attaches religious and cultural significance to identified 
properties and guided by the Secretary's standards and guidelines for evaluation, the agency 
official shall apply the National Register criteria (36 CFR part 63) to properties identified 
within the area of potential effects that have not been previously evaluated for National 
Register eligibility. The passage of time, changing perceptions of significance, or incomplete 
prior evaluations may require the agency official to reevaluate properties previously 
determined eligible or ineligible. The agency official shall acknowledge that Indian tribes and 
Native Hawaiian organizations possess special expertise in assessing the eligibility of historic 
properties that may possess religious and cultural significance to them.

(2)Determine whether a property is eligible. If the agency official determines any of the 
National Register criteria are met and the SHPO/THPO agrees, the property shall be 
considered eligible for the National Register for section 106 purposes. If the agency official 
determines the criteria are not met and the SHPO/THPO agrees, the property shall be 
considered not eligible. If the agency official and the SHPO/THPO do not agree, or if the 
Council or the Secretary so request, the agency official shall obtain a determination of 
eligibility from the Secretary pursuant to 36 CFR part 63. If an Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian 
organization that attaches religious and cultural significance to a property off tribal lands does 
not agree, it may ask the Council to request the agency official to obtain a determination of 
eligibility.

(d)Results of identification and evaluation.

(1)No historic properties affected. If the agency official finds that either there are no historic 
properties present or there are historic properties present but the undertaking will have no 
effect upon them as defined in § 800.16(i), the agency official shall provide documentation of 
this finding, as set forth in § 800.11(d), to the SHPO/THPO. The agency official shall notify all 
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consulting parties, including Indian tribes and Native Hawaiian organizations, and make the 
documentation available for public inspection prior to approving the undertaking.

(i)If the SHPO/THPO, or the Council if it has entered the section 106 process, does not 
object within 30 days of receipt of an adequately documented finding, the agency official's 
responsibilities under section 106 are fulfilled.

(ii)If the SHPO/THPO objects within 30 days of receipt of an adequately documented 
finding, the agency official shall either consult with the objecting party to resolve the 
disagreement, or forward the finding and supporting documentation to the Council and 
request that the Council review the finding pursuant to paragraphs (d)(1)(iv)(A) through 
(d)(1)(iv)(C) of this section. When an agency official forwards such requests for review to 
the Council, the agency official shall concurrently notify all consulting parties that such a 
request has been made and make the request documentation available to the public.

(iii)During the SHPO/THPO 30 day review period, the Council may object to the finding 
and provide its opinion regarding the finding to the agency official and, if the Council 
determines the issue warrants it, the head of the agency. A Council decision to provide its 
opinion to the head of an agency shall be guided by the criteria in appendix A to this part. 
The agency shall then proceed according to paragraphs (d)(1)(iv)(B) and (d)(1)(iv)(C) of 
this section.

(iv)

(A)Upon receipt of the request under paragraph (d)(1)(ii) of this section, the Council 
will have 30 days in which to review the finding and provide the agency official and, if 
the Council determines the issue warrants it, the head of the agency with the Council's 
opinion regarding the finding. A Council decision to provide its opinion to the head of 
an agency shall be guided by the criteria in appendix A to this part. If the Council does 
not respond within 30 days of receipt of the request, the agency official's 
responsibilities under section 106 are fulfilled.

(B)The person to whom the Council addresses its opinion (the agency official or the 
head of the agency) shall take into account the Council's opinion before the agency 
reaches a final decision on the finding.

(C)The person to whom the Council addresses its opinion (the agency official or the 
head of the agency) shall then prepare a summary of the decision that contains the 
rationale for the decision and evidence of consideration of the Council's opinion, and 
provide it to the Council, the SHPO/THPO, and the consulting parties. The head of the 
agency may delegate his or her duties under this paragraph to the agency's senior policy 
official. If the agency official's initial finding will be revised, the agency official shall 
proceed in accordance with the revised finding. If the final decision of the agency is to 
affirm the initial agency finding of no historic properties affected, once the summary of 
the decision has been sent to the Council, the SHPO/THPO, and the consulting parties, 
the agency official's responsibilities under section 106 are fulfilled.

(D)The Council shall retain a record of agency responses to Council opinions on their 
findings of no historic properties affected. The Council shall make this information 
available to the public.
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(2)Historic properties affected. If the agency official finds that there are historic properties 
which may be affected by the undertaking, the agency official shall notify all consulting 
parties, including Indian tribes or Native Hawaiian organizations, invite their views on the 
effects and assess adverse effects, if any, in accordance with § 800.5.

Statutory Authority

AUTHORITY NOTE APPLICABLE TO ENTIRE PART: 

16 U.S.C. 470s.

History

[51 FR 31118, Sept. 2, 1986; 64 FR 27044, 27074, May 18, 1999; 65 FR 77698, 77728, Dec. 12, 2000; 69 
FR 40544, 40553, July 6, 2004]
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40 CFR 1500.2

This document is current through the March 19, 2018 issue of the Federal Register. Title 3 is current 
through March 16, 2018.

 Code of Federal Regulations  >  TITLE 40 -- PROTECTION OF ENVIRONMENT  >  CHAPTER V -- 
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY  >  PART 1500 -- PURPOSE, POLICY, AND MANDATE

§ 1500.2 Policy.

Federal agencies shall to the fullest extent possible:

(a)Interpret and administer the policies, regulations, and public laws of the United States in 
accordance with the policies set forth in the Act and in these regulations.

(b)Implement procedures to make the NEPA process more useful to decisionmakers and the 
public; to reduce paperwork and the accumulation of extraneous background data; and to 
emphasize real environmental issues and alternatives. Environmental impact statements shall 
be concise, clear, and to the point, and shall be supported by evidence that agencies have made 
the necessary environmental analyses.

(c)Integrate the requirements of NEPA with other planning and environmental review 
procedures required by law or by agency practice so that all such procedures run concurrently 
rather than consecutively.

(d)Encourage and facilitate public involvement in decisions which affect the quality of the 
human environment.

(e)Use the NEPA process to identify and assess the reasonable alternatives to proposed actions 
that will avoid or minimize adverse effects of these actions upon the quality of the human 
environment.

(f)Use all practicable means, consistent with the requirements of the Act and other essential 
considerations of national policy, to restore and enhance the quality of the human environment 
and avoid or minimize any possible adverse effects of their actions upon the quality of the 
human environment.

Statutory Authority

NEPA, the Environmental Quality Improvement Act of 1970, as amended (42 U.S.C. 4371 et seq.), sec. 
309 of the Clean Air Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 7609) and E.O. 11514, Mar. 5, 1970, as amended by 
E.O. 11991, May 24, 1977).

History

43 FR 55990, Nov. 28, 1978.
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40 CFR 1502.8

This document is current through the March 19, 2018 issue of the Federal Register. Title 3 is current 
through March 16, 2018.

 Code of Federal Regulations  >  TITLE 40 -- PROTECTION OF ENVIRONMENT  >  CHAPTER V -- 
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY  >  PART 1502 -- ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

§ 1502.8 Writing.

Environmental impact statements shall be written in plain language and may use appropriate graphics so 
that decisionmakers and the public can readily understand them. Agencies should employ writers of clear 
prose or editors to write, review, or edit statements, which will be based upon the analysis and supporting 
data from the natural and social sciences and the environmental design arts.

Statutory Authority

NEPA, the Environmental Quality Improvement Act of 1970, as amended (42 U.S.C. 4371 et seq.), sec. 
309 of the Clean Air Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 7609), and E.O. 11514 (Mar. 5, 1970, as amended by 
E.O. 11991, May 24, 1977).

History

43 FR 55994, Nov. 29, 1978.
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40 CFR 1502.9

This document is current through the March 19, 2018 issue of the Federal Register. Title 3 is current 
through March 16, 2018.

 Code of Federal Regulations  >  TITLE 40 -- PROTECTION OF ENVIRONMENT  >  CHAPTER V -- 
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY  >  PART 1502 -- ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

§ 1502.9 Draft, final, and supplemental statements.

Except for proposals for legislation as provided in § 1506.8 environmental impact statements shall 
be prepared in two stages and may be supplemented.

(a)Draft environmental impact statements shall be prepared in accordance with the scope 
decided upon in the scoping process. The lead agency shall work with the cooperating agencies 
and shall obtain comments as required in part 1503 of this chapter. The draft statement must 
fulfill and satisfy to the fullest extent possible the requirements established for final statements 
in section 102(2)(C) of the Act. If a draft statement is so inadequate as to preclude meaningful 
analysis, the agency shall prepare and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate portion. The 
agency shall make every effort to disclose and discuss at appropriate points in the draft 
statement all major points of view on the environmental impacts of the alternatives including 
the proposed action.

(b)Final environmental impact statements shall respond to comments as required in part 1503 
of this chapter. The agency shall discuss at appropriate points in the final statement any 
responsible opposing view which was not adequately discussed in the draft statement and shall 
indicate the agency's response to the issues raised.

(c)Agencies:

(1)Shall prepare supplements to either draft or final environmental impact statements if:

(i)The agency makes substantial changes in the proposed action that are relevant to 
environmental concerns; or

(ii)There are significant new circumstances or information relevant to environmental 
concerns and bearing on the proposed action or its impacts.

(2)May also prepare supplements when the agency determines that the purposes of the Act 
will be furthered by doing so.

(3)Shall adopt procedures for introducing a supplement into its formal administrative 
record, if such a record exists.

(4)Shall prepare, circulate, and file a supplement to a statement in the same fashion 
(exclusive of scoping) as a draft and final statement unless alternative procedures are 
approved by the Council.

Statutory Authority
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NEPA, the Environmental Quality Improvement Act of 1970, as amended (42 U.S.C. 4371 et seq.), sec. 
309 of the Clean Air Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 7609), and E.O. 11514 (Mar. 5, 1970, as amended by 
E.O. 11991, May 24, 1977).

History

43 FR 55994, Nov. 29, 1978.
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Chapter 13.     Airport Noise and Access Restrictions  
   
13.1. Introduction and 
Responsibilities.  This chapter 
contains guidance on the sponsor’s 
responsibility with regard to 
restrictions on airport noise and 
access.  Access restrictions have the 
potential to violate the federal 
obligation to make the airport 
available for public use on 
reasonable terms and without unjust 
discrimination as required by Grant 
Assurance 22, Economic 
Nondiscrimination.   
 
It is the responsibility of the airports 
district offices (ADOs) and regional 
airports divisions to advise sponsors 
on the laws and policies that apply to 
access restrictions and to ensure that 
the sponsor extends equitable 
treatment to all of the airport's 
aeronautical users.   
 
13.2. Background.  
 
a. The legal framework with respect to abatement of aviation noise may be summarized as 
follows: 
 
(1). The federal government has preempted the areas of airspace use and management, air traffic 
control, safety, and the regulation of aircraft noise at its source.  The federal government also has 
substantial power to influence airport development through its administration of the Airport 
Improvement Program (AIP). 
 
(2). Other powers and authorities to control aircraft noise rest with the airport proprietor – 
including the power to select an airport site, acquire land, assure compatible land use, and control 
airport design, scheduling and operations – subject to constitutional prohibitions against creation 
of an undue burden on interstate and foreign commerce, and unreasonable, arbitrary, and unjust 
discriminatory rules that advance the local interest, other statutory requirements, and interference 
with exclusive federal regulatory responsibilities over safety and airspace management. 
 
(3). State and local governments may protect their citizens through land use controls and other 
police power measures not affecting airspace management or aircraft operations.  In addition, to 
the extent they are airport proprietors, they have the powers described in paragraph (b)(2) below: 

 

Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990 (ANCA) requires 
airport sponsors proposing restrictions on operations by 
Stage 2 or Stage 3 aircraft to conform to 14 CFR Part 161 
Notice and Approval of Airport Noise and Access Restrictions. 
(Photo: FAA). 
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 b. The authorities and responsibilities of the parties may be summarized as follows: 
   
(1). The federal government has the authority and responsibility to control aircraft noise by the 
regulation of source emissions, by flight operational procedures, and by management of the air 
traffic control system and navigable airspace in ways that minimize noise impact on residential 
areas, consistent with the highest standards of safety and efficiency.  The federal government 
also provides financial and technical assistance to airport proprietors for noise reduction planning 
and abatement activities and, working with the private sector, conducts continuing research into 
noise abatement technology. 
      
(2). Airport sponsors are primarily responsible for planning and implementing action designed to 
reduce the effect of noise on residents of the surrounding area.  Such actions include optimal site 
location, improvements in airport design, noise abatement ground procedures, land acquisition, 
and restrictions on airport use that do not unjustly discriminate against any user, impede the 
federal interest in safety and management of the air navigation system, or unreasonably interfere 
with interstate or foreign commerce. 
     
(3). State and local governments and planning agencies should provide for land use planning and 
development, zoning, and housing regulations that are compatible with airport operations. 
     
(4). Air carriers are responsible for retirement, replacement or retrofit for older jets that do not 
meet federal noise level standards, and for scheduling and flying airplanes in a way that 
minimizes the impact of noise on people. 
     
(5). Air travelers and shippers generally should bear the cost of noise reduction, consistent with 
established federal economic and environmental policy that the costs of complying with laws and 
public policies should be reflected in the price of goods and services. 
 
(6). Residents and prospective residents in areas surrounding airports should seek to understand 
the noise problem and what steps can be taken to minimize its effect on people.  Individual and 
community responses to aircraft noise differ substantially and, for some individuals, a reduced 
level of noise may not eliminate the annoyance or irritation.  Prospective residents of areas 
impacted by aircraft noise, thus, should be aware of the potential effect of noise on their quality 
of life and act accordingly. 
 
Airport sponsors have limited proprietary authority to restrict access as a means of reducing 
aircraft noise impacts in order to improve compatibility with the local community.  To 
accomplish this, airport sponsors must comply with the national program for review of airport 
noise and access restrictions under the Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990 (ANCA).  ANCA 
requires that certain review and approval procedures be completed before a proposed restriction 
that impacts Stage 2 or Stage 3 aircraft is implemented.  The FAA regulation that implements 
ANCA is 14 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 161, Notice and Approval of Airport Noise 
and Access Restrictions.  An airport sponsor may use an airport noise compatibility study 
pursuant to 14 CFR Part 150 to fulfill certain notice and comment requirements under ANCA. 
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13.3. Overview of the Noise-Related Responsibilities of the Federal Government. 
Responsibility for the oversight and implementation of aviation laws and programs is delegated 
to the FAA under the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (FAA Act), as amended, 49 United States 
Code (U.S.C.) § 40101 et seq.  The basic national policies intended to guide FAA actions under 
the FAA Act are set forth in 49 U.S.C. § 40101(d), which declares that certain matters are in the 
public interest.  To achieve these statutory purposes, 49 U.S.C. §§ 40103(b), 44502, and 44721 
provide extensive and plenary authority to the FAA concerning use and management of the 
navigable airspace, air traffic control, and air navigation facilities.   
 
The FAA has exercised this authority by promulgating wide-ranging and comprehensive federal 
regulations on the use of navigable airspace and air traffic control.  Similarly, the FAA has 
exercised its aviation safety authority, including the certification of airmen, aircraft, air carriers, 
air agencies, and airports under 49 U.S.C. § 44701 et seq. by extensive federal regulatory action.  
 
The federal government, through this exercise of its constitutional and statutory powers, has 
preempted the areas of airspace use and management, air traffic control and aviation safety.  
Under the legal doctrine of federal preemption, which flows from the Supremacy Clause of the 
Constitution, state and local authorities do not generally have legal power to act in an area that 
already is subject to comprehensive federal regulation.  
 
Because of the increasing public concern about aircraft noise that accompanied the introduction 
of turbojet powered aircraft in the 1960s and the constraints such concern posed for the 
continuing development of civil aeronautics and the air transportation system of the United 
States, the federal government in 1968 sought, and Congress granted, broad authority to regulate 
aircraft for the purpose of noise abatement. 
 
This authority, codified at 49 U.S.C. § 44715, constitutes the basic authority for federal 
regulation of aircraft noise.   
 
13.4. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 36, Noise Standards for Aircraft Type and 
Airworthiness Certification.  Under 49 U.S.C. § 44715, the FAA may propose rules considered 
necessary to abate aircraft noise and sonic boom.  Aircraft noise rules must be consistent with the 
highest degree of safety in air commerce and air transportation, economically reasonable, 
technologically practicable, and appropriate for the particular type of aircraft.  On November 18, 
1969, the FAA promulgated the first aircraft noise regulations, which were codified in 14 CFR 
Part 36.  The new Part 36 became effective on December 1, 1969.  It prescribed noise standards 
for the type certification of subsonic transport category airplanes and for subsonic turbojet 
powered airplanes regardless of category.  Part 36 initially applied only to new types of aircraft.  
As soon as the technology had been demonstrated, the standard was to be extended to all newly 
manufactured aircraft of already certificated types.   
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In 1973, the FAA amended 
Part 36 to extend the 
applicability of the noise 
standards to newly 
produced airplanes 
irrespective of type 
certification date.  In 1977, 
the FAA amended Part 36 
to provide for three stages 
of aircraft noise levels 
(Stage 1, Stage 2, and 
Stage 3), each with 
specified limits.  This 
regulation required 
applicants for new type 
certificates applied for on 
or after November 5, 1975, 
to comply with Stage 3 
noise limits, which were 
stricter than the noise limits 
then being applied.  
Airplanes in operation at 
the time that did not meet 
the Stage 3 noise limits 
were designated either as 
Stage 2 or Stage 1 
airplanes.   
 
In 1976, the FAA amended 
the aircraft operating rules 
in 14 CFR Part 91 to phase 
out operations in the 
United States, by 
January 1, 1985, of Stage 1 
aircraft weighing more 
than 75,000 pounds.  These 
aircraft were defined as 
civil subsonic aircraft that 
did not meet Stage 2 or 
Stage 3 Part 36 noise 
standards.  Effectively, the 
Stage 1 category is 
composed of transport 
category and jet airplanes 
that cannot meet the noise 
levels required for Stage 2 

In 1973, the FAA amended Part 36 to extend the applicability of the noise 
standards to newly produced airplanes irrespective of type certification date.  
In 1977, the FAA amended Part 36 again to provide for three stages of 
aircraft noise levels, each with specified limits.  Those are referred as Stage1, 
Stage 2, and Stage 3 aircraft; Stage 3 being the more recent and, generally, 
the quieter for a certain aircraft weight.  The aircraft shown here – the 
Boeing 727 – is classified as a Stage 3 aircraft and is commonly seen at 
airports throughout the U.S. (Photo: FAA) 

The Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act (ASNA) provided for federal 
funding and other incentives for airport operators to prepare noise 
exposure maps and noise compatibility programs voluntarily.  Under ASNA, 
noise compatibility programs “shall state the measures the [airport] 
operator has taken or proposes to take to reduce existing noncompatible 
uses and prevent introducing additional noncompatible uses in the area 
covered by the [noise exposure] map” submitted by the airport operator. 
Aircraft noise compatibility planning is critical to prevent residential
development too close to the airport, as shown above. (Photo: FAA) 
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or Stage 3 under Part 36, Appendix B.  It also includes aircraft that were never required to 
demonstrate compliance with Part 36 because they were certificated prior to the requirement for 
Part 36 noise certification.  Stage 1 aircraft include some corporate jets, some transport category 
turbo-prop, and some transport category piston airplanes.  Aircraft certificated under Part 36 
Subpart F, Propeller Driven Small Airplanes and Propeller-Driven, Commuter Category 
Airplanes, do not have a stage classification, and as such are referred to as nonstage.  The vast 
majority of small general aviation (GA) aircraft and many propeller-driven commuter aircraft 
flying in the United States are nonstage aircraft.  In addition, some aircraft to which Part 36 does 
not apply, regardless of method of propulsion, can be aircraft certificated in the experimental 
category.  For example, most jet war birds, military aircraft types and World War II aircraft are 
also classified as nonstage aircraft. 
 
As a result of congressional findings, ANCA revised CFR Part 91 to include the provision that no 
civil subsonic turbo aircraft weighing more than 75,000 pounds may be operated within the 48 
contiguous states after January 1, 2000, unless it was shown to comply with the Stage 3 noise 
standards of CFR Part 36. 
 
In July 2005, the FAA adopted more stringent Stage 4 standards for certification of aircraft, 
effective January 1, 2006.  Any aircraft that meets Stage 4 standards will meet Stage 3 standards.  
Accordingly, policies for review of noise restrictions affecting Stage 3 aircraft may be applied to 
Stage 4 aircraft as well. 
 
13.5. The Aircraft Noise Compatibility Planning Program.  In 1979, Congress enacted the 
Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act (ASNA).  In ASNA, Congress directed the FAA to: 
(1) establish a single system of noise measurement to be uniformly applied in measuring noise at 
airports and in surrounding areas for which there is a highly reliable relationship between 
projected noise and surveyed reactions of people to noise; (2) establish a single system for 
determining the exposure of individuals to noise from airport operations; and (3) identify land 
uses that are normally compatible with various exposures of individuals to noise.  (See Table 1 
of Part 150 at the end of this chapter.).  FAA promulgated 14 CFR Part 150 to implement ASNA.  
Part 150 established the “day-night average sound level” (DNL) as the noise metric for 
determining the exposure of individuals to aircraft noise.  It identifies residential land uses as 
being normally compatible with noise levels below DNL 65 decibels (dB).  ASNA also provided 
for federal funding and other incentives for airport operators to prepare noise exposure maps 
voluntarily and institute noise compatibility programs.  Under ASNA, noise compatibility 
programs “shall state the measures the [airport] operator has taken or proposes to take to reduce 
existing noncompatible uses and prevent introducing additional noncompatible uses in the area 
covered by the [noise exposure] map.”  
 
a. Consistent with ASNA, Part 150 requires airport operators preparing noise compatibility 
programs to analyze the following alternative measures:  
 
(1). Acquisition of land in fee, and interests therein, including but not limited to air rights, 
easements, and development rights;  
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(2). Construction of barriers 
and acoustical shielding, 
including the soundproofing of 
public buildings;  
 
(3).  Implementation of 
restrictions on the use of the 
airport by type or class of 
aircraft based on the noise 
characteristics of the aircraft;  
 
(4). Implementation of a 
preferential runway system; use 
of flight procedures to control 
the operation of aircraft to 
reduce exposure of individuals 
or specific noise sensitive 

areas
34

 to noise in the area 
around the airport;  
 
(5). Other actions or 
combinations of actions that 
would have a beneficial noise 
control or abatement impact on 
the public; and  
 
(6). Other actions 
recommended for analysis by 
the FAA for the specific 
airport.  
 
b. Under Part 150, an airport 
operator “shall evaluate the 
several alternative noise control 
actions” and develop a noise 
compatibility program that: 
 

                                                 
34

 These are land uses that may be adversely affected by cumulative noise levels at or above 65 DNL such as 
residential neighborhoods, educational, health, or religious structures or sites, and outdoor recreational, cultural and 
historic sites. 

The FAA has continuously, consistently, and actively encouraged a 
balanced approach to address noise problems and to discourage 
unreasonable and unwarranted airport use restrictions. It is a long-
standing FAA policy that airport use restrictions should be considered 
only as a last resort when other mitigation measures are inadequate to 
address the noise problem satisfactorily and a restriction is the only 
remaining option that could provide noise relief.  A balanced approach in 
noise mitigation is important in part because new technology in aircraft 
and engine design, along with new noise certification and noise abatement 
procedures, have in many instances been extremely successful in reducing 
noise impacts at airports across the country.  Voluntary measures, such as 
asking flight crews to expedite climbs (safely) or apply airport specific 
noise procedures are inherently reasonable elements of a balanced 
approach. (Photos: FAA) 
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(1). Reduces existing noncompatible uses and prevents or reduces the probability of the 
establishment of additional noncompatible uses;  
 
(2). Does not impose an undue burden on interstate and foreign commerce;  
 
(3). Does not derogate safety or adversely affect the safe and efficient use of airspace;  
 
(4). To the extent practicable, meets both local interests and federal interests of the national air 
transportation system; and  
 
(5). Can be implemented in a manner consistent with all of the powers and duties of the FAA 
Administrator.  
 
As a matter of policy, FAA encourages airport proprietors to develop and implement aircraft 
noise compatibility programs under Part 150.  Where an airport proprietor is considering an 
airport use restriction, Part 150 provides an effective process for determining whether the 
proposed restriction is consistent with applicable legal requirements, including the grant 
assurances in airport development grants.  However, while a restriction might meet the Part 150 
criteria, that does not necessarily mean it will meet the Part 161 criteria.  ASNA and Part 150 set 
forth an appropriate means of defining the noise problem, recognizing the range of local and 
federal interests, ensuring broad public and aeronautical participation, and balancing all of these 
interests in a manner to ensure a reasonable, nonarbitrary, and nondiscriminatory result that is 
consistent with the airport proprietor’s federal obligations.  Accordingly, the FAA included in 14 
CFR Part 161, the regulations that implement ANCA, an option to use the Part 150 process to 
provide public notice and opportunity to comment on a proposed Stage 2 or Stage 3 restriction.  
The FAA encouraged the use of Part 150 for meeting the notice and comment requirements of 
Part 161, noting that the Part 150 process “is more comprehensive in scope in that it includes 
compatible land use planning, as well as restrictions on aircraft operation.”  The FAA further 
noted, in the preamble to the Part 161 final rule, that a Part 150 determination “may provide 
valuable insight to the airport operator regarding the proposed restriction’s consistency with 
existing laws, and the position of the FAA with respect to the restriction.” 
 
13.6. Compliance Review.  As part of a Part 150 study, the FAA requires the sponsor to analyze 
fully the anticipated impact of any proposed restriction.  The FAA must evaluate whether the 
restriction places an undue burden on interstate or foreign commerce or the national aviation 
system, and whether the restriction affects the sponsor’s ability to meet its federal obligations.  
Certain restrictions may have little impact at one airport and a great deal of impact at others.  
Accordingly, the sponsor must clearly present the impact of the restriction at the affected airport.  
A sponsor with a multiple airport system may designate different roles for the airports within its 
system.  That designation in itself does not authorize restrictions on classes of operations, and the 
sponsor should first present its plan to FAA to ensure compliance with grant assurances and 
other federal obligations. 
 
13.7. Mandatory Headquarters Review.  The FAA headquarters staff shall review proposed 
noise restrictions, especially those that are proposed without using the Part 150 process.  
Accordingly, if the ADOs or regional airports divisions identify a restriction that potentially 
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impacts the sponsor’s federal obligations, it must coordinate its actions with the Airport Planning 
and Environmental Division (APP-400) through the FAA headquarters Airport Compliance 
Division (ACO-100).   
 
13.8. Balanced Approach to Noise Mitigation.  Proposed noise-based airport use restrictions 
must consider federal interests in the national air transportation system as well as the local 
interests they are intended to address.   
 
a. FAA Policy.  The FAA has 
encouraged a balanced approach to 
address noise problems and has 
discouraged unreasonable airport use 
restrictions.  It is FAA policy that 
airport use restrictions should be 
considered only as a measure of last 
resort when other mitigation measures 
are inadequate to satisfactorily address 
a noise problem and a restriction is the 
only remaining option that could 
provide noise relief.  This policy 
furthers the federal interest in 
maintaining the efficiency and capacity 
of the national air transportation system 
and, in particular, the FAA’s 
responsibility to ensure that federally 
funded airports maintain reasonable 
public access in compliance with 
applicable law.   
 
b. Federal Methodology.  Failure to 
consider a combination of measures, 
such as land acquisitions, easements, 
noise abatement procedures, and sound 
insulation could result in a finding that 
a balanced approach was not used in 
addressing a noise problem.  A 
sponsor’s acceptance of federal funds 
places upon it certain federal 
obligations, which require it first to 
consider a wide variety of options to 
alleviate a local noise problem.  
Consistent with these federal 
requirements and policies, the FAA 
interprets the requirement in 49 U.S.C. 
§ 47107(a)(1) that a federally funded 
airport will be “available for public use 

 

Aircraft noise and access restrictions must comply with Grant 
Assurance 22, Economic Nondiscrimination, and similar 
requirements under 49 U.S.C. § 47152 (2), (3), Surplus 
Property Conveyances Covenants and section 516 of the 
Airport and Airway Improvement Act of 1982 (AIAA), section 
23 of the Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970 (1970 
Airport Act), and section 16 of the Federal Airport Act of 
1946, Nonsurplus Conveyances Covenants. Under the 
prohibition on unjust discrimination in Grant Assurance 22 
and similar requirements, a sponsor may not unjustly 
discriminate between aircraft because of propulsion system, 
weight, type, operating regulations, or any other 
characteristic that does not relate to actual noise emissions. 
For example, some first generation turboprop aircraft  – such 
as the Fokker F-27 seen here below – and the DC-3/C-47 
shown above are noisier than many jets. (Photo: Above, 
USAF; Below, Bob Garrard).     
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on reasonable conditions” as requiring that a regulation restricting airport use for noise purposes: 
(1) be justified by an existing noncompatible land use problem;  (2) be effective in addressing the 
identified problem without restricting operations more than necessary; and (3) reflect a balanced 
approach to addressing the identified problem that fairly considers both local and federal 
interests.   
 
c. The Role of ASNA and Part 150.  Aircraft under ASNA involves consideration of a range 
of alternative mitigation measures, including aircraft noise and other restrictions.  For example, 
under Part 150, the airport operator 
could, among other things, 
recommend constructing noise 
barriers, installing acoustical 
shielding, and acquiring land, 
easements, air rights, and 
development rights to mitigate the 
effects of noise consistent with 49 
U.S.C. § 47504.  The FAA does not 
need to examine nonrestrictive 
measures to see if they are 
consistent with ANCA and Grant 
Assurance 22, Economic 
Nondiscrimination, or related 
federal obligations.  
 
d. Reasonable Alternatives.  
Developing reasonable alternatives 
is the nucleus of the compatibility 
planning process.  The objective is 
to explore a wide range of feasible 
options and alternative 
compositions of land use patterns, 
noise control actions, and noise 
impact patterns, seeking optimum 
accommodation of both airport 
users and airport neighbors within 
acceptable safety, economic, and 
environmental parameters.  It is 
unlikely that any single option, by 
itself, will be capable of totally 
solving the problem(s) without 
having objectionable impacts of its 
own.  Some options may have little 
or no value in the situation, 
especially if used alone.  Realistic 
alternatives, then, will normally 
consist of combinations of the 

 
 
Developing reasonable alternatives is the nucleus of the 
compatibility planning process.  The objective is to explore a 
wide range of feasible options and alternative compositions of 
land use patterns, noise control actions, and noise impact 
patterns, seeking optimum accommodation of both airport 
users and airport neighbors within acceptable safety, 
economic, and environmental parameters.  It is unlikely that 
any single option, by itself, will be capable of totally solving 
the problem(s) without having objectionable impacts of its 
own.  Some options may have little or no value in the 
situation, especially if used alone.  Others, like the land 
acquisition and insulation proposal shown above, may be very 
effective.  (Photo: http://www.ci.bloomington.mn.us/) 
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various options in ways that offer more complete solutions with more acceptable impacts or 
costs. 
 
A balanced approach – using a combination of nonrestrictive measures and considering use 
restrictions only as a last resort – is inherently reasonable and is used nationally and 
internationally.  On the other hand, bypassing nonrestrictive measures and only relying on 
restrictive alternatives can be an inherently unreasonable approach to addressing a noise 
problem.       
 
13.9. Cumulative Noise Metric.  In ASNA, Congress directed the Secretary of Transportation to 
“establish a single system for determining the exposure of individuals to noise resulting from 
airport operations” and “identify land uses normally compatible with various exposures of 
individuals to noise.”   
 
As directed by Congress in ASNA, the FAA has established DNL as the metric for “determining 
the exposure of individuals to noise resulting from airport operations.”  Also in compliance with 
ASNA, the FAA has established the land uses normally compatible with exposures of individuals 
to various levels of aircraft noise.  The FAA determined that residential land use is “normally 
compatible” with noise levels of less than DNL 65 dB.  In other words, a sponsor should 
demonstrate that a proposed restriction will address a noise problem within the 65 dB DNL 
contour.   
 

Realistic alternatives will normally consist of combinations 
of the various options in ways that offer more complete 

solutions with more acceptable impacts or costs. 
 
A restriction designed to address a noise problem must be based on significant cumulative noise 
impacts, generally represented by an exposure level of DNL 65 dB or higher in an area not 
compatible with that level of noise exposure. A community is not precluded from adopting a 
cumulative noise exposure limit different than DNL 65 dB, but cannot apply a different standard 
to aircraft noise than it does to all other noise sources in the community.  This is not common, 
and most noise mitigation measures can be expected to address cumulative noise exposure of 
DNL 65 dB and higher. 
 
13.10. General Noise Assessment.  In assessing the reasonableness and unjustly discriminatory 
aspect of a proposed noise restriction, FAA may need to answer the following: 
 
a. Is Part 150 documentation available for review and consideration?  Has the sponsor completed 
the required analysis, public notice, and approval process under 14 CFR Part 161? Has the 
sponsor implemented the measures? 
 
b. Is the proposed restriction a rational response to a substantiated noise problem?  
 
c. Were nonrestrictive land use measures considered first?  
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d. Is proper methodology being used in comparing alternatives? 
 
e. Is there consistency between guidelines governing the establishment of compatible land use 
and those governing an access restriction?  Do they work together to solve the noise problem?  
 
f. Are existing local land use standards designed to achieve the same level of compatibility 
sought by the restriction (i.e., does the community tolerate a higher level of noise for nonaviation 
uses and place a higher burden of noise mitigation on the airport and its users than it does on 
other noise sources)? 
 
g. Are the restrictions intended to achieve noise reductions above 65 dB or below?  Is  guidance 
from the federal Interagency Committee on Aviation Noise (FICAN) being used?35  
 
h. Has the sponsor demonstrated any exposure to financial liability for noise impact as a result of 
a noise problem? 
 
i. Is the restriction 
based on a 
qualifier other than 
noise?  For 
example, noise-
based restrictions 
have to be justified 
on the grounds of 
aircraft noise.  A 
restriction based 
on aircraft weight 
or any other 
qualifier other than 
noise emission 
might be unjustly 
discriminatory if 
the purpose is to 
address a noise 
problem. 
 
13.11. Residential 
Development.  In 
reviewing the 
reasonableness of 
airport access 
restrictions, the 

                                                 
35 The Federal Interagency Committee on Aviation Noise (FICAN) was formed in 1993 to provide forums for 
debate over future research needs to better understand, predict, and control the effects of aviation noise, and to 
encourage new technical development efforts in these areas.  Additional information may be available online. 

 
In reviewing the reasonableness of airport access restrictions, the FAA must consider 
whether the airport sponsor has taken appropriate action to the extent reasonable to 
restrict the use of land near the airport to uses that are compatible with airport 
operations.  The airport sponsor is obligated under its federal grant assurances to 
address incompatible land use in the vicinity of the airport. These homes in the vicinity 
of an airport are a clear indication of the failure of local zoning to protect the airport.   
(Photos: FAA) 
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FAA must consider whether the sponsor has fulfilled its responsibilities regarding compatible 
land use under Grant Assurance 21, Compatible Land Use.  Airport sponsors are obligated to 
take appropriate action, including the adoption of zoning laws, to the extent reasonable to restrict 
the use of land next to or near the airport to uses that are compatible with normal airport 
operations.  Local land use planning, as a method of determining appropriate (and inappropriate) 
use of properties around airports, should be an integral part of the land use policy and regulatory 
tools used by state and local land use planning agencies.  Very often, such land use planning 
coordination is hampered by the fact that an airport can be surrounded by multiple individual 
local governmental jurisdictions, each with its own planning process.  Some airport authorities 
have the authority to control land use, but many do not.  If the airport sponsor does not have 
authority to control local land use, FAA will not hold the actions of independent land use 
authorities against the airport sponsor.  However, FAA expects the airport sponsor to take 
reasonable actions to encourage independent land use authorities to make land use decisions that 
are compatible with aircraft operations.  The airport sponsor should be proactive in opposing 
planning and proposals by independent authorities to permit development of new noncompatible 
land uses around the airport. 
 
13.12. Impact on Other Airports and Communities.  In evaluating the significance of a 
restriction, the FAA will consider the degree to which the restriction may affect other airports in 
two general ways:  (1) whether it establishes a precedent for restrictions at more airports, 
possibly resulting in significant effects on the national air transportation system, and (2) whether 
other airports in the region will be impacted by traffic diverted from the restricted airport, either 
by shifting noise impact from one community to another or by burdening a hub airport with 
general aviation traffic that should be able to use a reliever airport.  
 
13.13. The Concept of Unjust Discrimination.  Grant Assurance 22, Economic 
Nondiscrimination, of the prescribed grant assurances implements the provisions of 49 U.S.C. 
§ 47107(a)(1) through (6), and requires, in pertinent part, that the sponsor of a federally obligated 
airport will make its airport available as an airport for public use on reasonable terms, and 
without unjust discrimination, to all types, kinds, and classes of aeronautical activities, including 
commercial aeronautical activities offering services to the public at the airport.  
 
Consistent with Grant Assurance 22, Economic Nondiscrimination, airport sponsors are 
prohibited from unjustly discriminating among airport users when implementing a noise-based 
restriction.  The FAA has determined – and the federal courts have held – that the use of noise 
control regulations to ban aircraft on a basis unrelated to noise is unjustly discriminatory and a 
violation of the federal grant assurances and federal surplus property obligations.   
 
For example, in City and County of San Francisco v. FAA, the airport adopted an aircraft noise 
regulation that resulted in the exclusion from the airport of a retrofitted Boeing 707 that met 
Stage 2 standards while permitting use of the airport by 15 other models of aircraft emitting as 
much or more noise than the 707.  The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the FAA’s 
determination that the airport regulation was unjustly discriminatory because it allowed aircraft 
that were equally noisy or noisier than the aircraft being restricted to operate at the airport and to 
increase in number without limit while excluding the 707 based on a characteristic that had no 
bearing on noise (date of type-certification as meeting Stage 2 requirements).  
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In Santa Monica Airport Association v. City of Santa Monica, the Court struck down the 
airport’s ban on the operation of jet aircraft on the basis of noise under the Commerce and Equal 
Protection clauses of the U.S. Constitution.  The Court found that, “… in terms of the quality of 
the noise produced by modern type fan-jets and its alleged tendency to irritate and annoy, there is 
absolutely no difference between the noise of such jets and the noise emitted by the louder fixed-
wing propeller aircraft which are allowed to use the airport.”  
 
13.14. Part 161 Restrictions Impacting Stage 2 or Stage 3 Aircraft.  
 
a. Stage 2 or 3 Aircraft.  Airport noise/access restrictions on operations by Stage 2 or Stage 3 

aircraft must comply with ANCA, as implemented by 14 CFR Part 161.      
 
ANCA does not require FAA approval of restrictions on Stage 2 aircraft operations; however, 
FAA determines whether applicable notice, comment, and analysis requirements have been met.  
The FAA also separately reviews proposed Stage 2 restrictions for compliance with grant 
assurance and surplus property obligations.  For this purpose, the FAA relies upon the standards 
under ASNA, as implemented by 14 CFR 150.  
 
ANCA prescribes a more stringent process for national review of proposed restrictions on 
Stage 3 aircraft operations, 
including either FAA approval or, 
alternatively, agreement by all 
operators at the airport.  If FAA 
approval is required, then the 
process for review of restrictions 
on Stage 3 aircraft operations 
includes consideration of 
environmental impacts. The 
statutory criteria for FAA approval 
of Stage 3 restrictions includes the 
criteria used under 14 CFR Part 
150 to determine compliance with 
the grant assurance and Surplus 
Property Act obligations.  For 
Stage 3 restrictions, the ANCA 
review considers compliance with 
grant assurance and surplus 
property obligations.  
 
Proposals to restrict operations by 
Stage 3 aircraft must (1) be agreed 
upon by the airport and all users at 
the airport or (2) satisfy procedural 
requirements similar to proposals 
to restrict Stage 2 operations and be 

 
Aircraft certificated under Part 36 Subpart F “Propeller Driven 
Small Airplanes and Propeller-Driven, Commuter Category 
Airplanes” do not have a stage classification, and as such are 
referred to as nonstage.  Most small general aviation aircraft and 
many commuter aircraft are nonstage aircraft.  An example is the 
Beechcraft 58 Baron. (Photo: FAA) 
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approved by FAA. To be 
approved, restrictions must 
meet the following six 
statutory criteria: 
 
 The proposed restriction is 

reasonable, nonarbitrary, 
and nondiscriminatory. 

 
 The proposed restriction 

does not create an undue 
burden on interstate or 
foreign commerce. 

 
 The proposed restriction 

maintains safe and 
efficient use of the 
navigable airspace. 

 
 The proposed restriction 

does not conflict with any 
existing federal statute or 
regulation. 

 
 The applicant has 

provided adequate 
opportunity for public 
comment on the proposed 
restriction. 

 
 The proposed restriction 

does not create an undue 
burden on the national 
aviation system.  

 
b. ANCA Grandfathering.   
ANCA contains special 
provisions that “grandfather” 
restrictions on Stage 2 aircraft 
operations that were proposed 
before October 1, 1990. 
ANCA also grandfathers 
restrictions on Stage 3 aircraft 
that were in effect on 
October 1, 1990.   Airport 

 

The variability in the way individuals react to noise makes it essentially 
impossible to predict with any accuracy how any one individual will 
respond to a given noise.  For example, some people object to noise 
emitted by jets, regardless of the actual noise energy level, while others 
will only complain about helicopter noise.  (Photos: FAA). 
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sponsors who adopted restrictions before ANCA was enacted on November 5, 1990, may amend 
these restrictions without complying with ANCA provided the amendment does not reduce or 
limit aircraft operations or affect aircraft safety.  However, amendments to existing restrictions 
and new restrictions are subject to review for compliance with the federal grant assurances and 
federal surplus property obligations.   
 
c. Consistency of Part 161 and Grant Assurance Determinations on Proposed Restrictions 
of Operations by Stage 2 Aircraft.  It is possible for a proposed Stage 2 restriction to meet the 
requirements of Part 161, which are essentially procedural, but fail to comply with the grant 
assurance requirements to provide access on reasonable terms without unjust discrimination.  
Accordingly, in reviewing a restriction on operations by Stage 2 aircraft, it is important that FAA 
regional airports divisions coordinate with the FAA headquarters Airport Compliance Division 
(ACO-100), the FAA Airport Planning and Environmental Division (APP-400), and to assure 
consistency between agency Part 161 and grant assurance determinations.   
  
13.15. Undue Burden on Interstate Commerce. 
 
The FAA is responsible for reviewing and evaluating an airport sponsor's noise restrictions to 
determine whether there is an undue burden on interstate or foreign commerce contrary to the 
airport's federal requirements under the grant assurances, the Surplus Property Act, and ANCA.  
  
a. General.  An airport restriction must not create an undue burden on interstate commerce.  The 
FAA will make the determination on whether it is an undue burden.  While airport restrictions 
may have little impact at one airport, they may have a great deal of impact at others by adversely 
affecting airport capacity or excluding certain users from the airport.  The magnitude of both 
impacts must be clearly presented. Any regulatory action that causes an unreasonable 
interference with interstate or foreign commerce could be an undue burden.  
 
b. Analysis and Process.  In all cases, it is essential to determine whether there are interstate 
operations into and out of the airport in question, as well as the level of air carrier service.  For 
example, the airport may have Part 121 operations or others engaged in Part 135 commercial 
operations of an interstate commerce nature.  While some kinds of operations may be entirely 
local, e.g., air tours or crop dusting, most commercial aviation will involve interstate commerce 
to some degree. 
 
In determining whether a particular restriction would cause an undue burden on interstate 
commerce, it may be necessary to consider the total number of based aircraft and aircraft 
operations, the role of the airport, and the capabilities of other airports within the system (i.e., 
reliever airport, general aviation (GA), or commercial service airport), and the number of 
operators engaged in interstate commerce.  The analysis of a proposed restriction should also 
quantify the economic costs and benefits and the regional impact in terms of employment, 
earnings, and commerce. 
 
13.16. Use of Complaint Data.  Complaint data (i.e., from homeowner complaints filed with the 
airport) are generally not statistically valid indicators or measurements of a noise problem.  
Therefore, complaint data is usually not an acceptable justification for a restriction.  Congress, in 
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ASNA, directed the FAA to establish a single system of noise measurement to be uniformly 
applied in measuring noise at airports and in surrounding areas for which there is a highly 
reliable relationship between projected noise and surveyed reactions of people to noise.  
In 14 CFR Part 150, the FAA adopted DNL to fulfill this statutory federal obligation. While 
complaints may be a valid indication of individual annoyance, they do not accurately measure 
community annoyance.  Reactions of individuals to a particular level of noise vary widely, while 
community annoyance correlates well with particular noise exposure levels.  As the FAA stated 
in a 1994 report to Congress on aircraft noise: 

The attitudes of people are actually more important in determining their reactions to noise than 
the noise exposure level.  Attitudes that affect an individual’s reactions include: 

a. Apprehension regarding their safety because of the noise emitter,  
 
b. The belief that the noise is preventable,  
 
c.  Awareness of non-noise environmental problems, and  
 
d. A general sensitivity to noise, and the perceived economic importance of the noise 
emitter. 

 
The resultant variability in the way individuals react to noise makes it essentially impossible to 
predict with any accuracy how any one individual will respond to a given noise.  For example, 
some people object to noise emitted by jets, regardless of the actual noise energy level, while 
others complain about helicopter noise only.  When communities are considered as a whole, 
however, reliable relationships are found between reported annoyance and noise exposure.  This 
relationship between community annoyance and noise exposure levels “…remains the best 
available source of predicting the social impact of noise on communities around airports …”.  As 
the Federal Interagency Committee on Noise (FICON) noted in its 1992 report, “the best 
available measure of [community annoyance] is the percentage of the area population 
characterized as ‘highly annoyed’ (%HA) by long-term exposure to noise of a specified level 
(expressed in terms of DNL).” 
 
13.17. Use of Advisory Circular (AC) 36-3H.  Advisory Circular (AC) 36-3H provides listings 
of estimated airplane noise levels in units of A-weighted sound level in decibels (dBA), ranked 
in descending order under listed conditions and assumptions.  A-weighted noise levels refer to 
the level of noise energy in the frequency range of human hearing, rather than total noise energy.  
The advisory circular provides data and information both for aircraft that have been noise type 
certificated under 14 CFR Part 36 and for aircraft for which FAA has not established noise 
standards. 
 
While 14 CFR Part 36 requires turbojet and large transport category aircraft noise levels to be 
reported in units of Effective Perceived Noise Level in decibels (EPNdB) and the reporting of 
propeller-driven small airplanes and commuter category airplanes to be reported using a different 
method [A-weighted noise levels], many airports and communities use a noise rating scale that is 
stated in A-weighted decibels.  For this reason, FAA has provided a reference source for aircraft 
noise levels expressed in A-weighted noise levels. 
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The noise levels in AC 36-3H expressed in A-weighted noise levels are estimated as they would 
be expected to occur during type certification.  Aircraft noise levels that occur under uniform 
certification conditions provide the best information currently available to compare the relative 
noisiness of airplanes of different types and models.  AC 36-3H should be used as the basis for 
comparing the noise levels of aircraft that are not subject to noise certification rules to aircraft 
that are certificated as Stage 1, Stage 2, or Stage 3 under 14 CFR Part 36.   

 
Advisory Circular (AC) 36-3H allows an “apple-to-apple” 
comparison among aircraft certificated under a variety of 
standards.  It can easily be incorporated into an airport 

operator’s plan, and it is widely used and understood by the 
layman. 

 
Table 13.1 in AC 36-3H provides an example of comparisons of aircraft.  AC 36-3H provides the 
data in dBA, which is the base metric for DNL.  It tabulates noise levels for a broad variety of 
aircraft in A-weighted sound level, retaining the advantage of the Part 36 testing methodology 

  
 

Table 13.1 Comparison of Aircraft Using Advisory Circular (AC) 36-3 
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and procedures (standardization, repeatability).  AC 36-3H allows an “apple-to-apple” 
comparison among aircraft certificated under a variety of standards.  It can easily be incorporated 
into an airport sponsor’s noise compatibility plan, and it is widely used and understood in both 
the aviation industry and community planning agencies.  However, the noise levels in AC 36-3H 
are not intended to determine what noise levels are acceptable or unacceptable for an individual 
community.   
 
13.18. Integrated Noise Modeling.  The FAA’s Office of Environment and Energy (AEE-100) 
has developed the Integrated Noise Model (INM) for evaluating aircraft noise impacts in the 
vicinity of airports.  INM has many analytical uses, such as (a) assessing changes in noise impact 
resulting from new or extended runways or runway configurations, (b) assessing changes in 
traffic demand and fleet mix, and (c) evaluating other operational procedures.  The INM has 
been the FAA's standard tool since 1978 for determining the predicted noise impact in the 
vicinity of airports.  Requirements for INM use are defined in FAA Order 1050.1E, Policies and 
Procedures for Considering Environmental Impacts; FAA Order 5050.4B, National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Implementing Instructions for Airport Projects; and 14 CFR 
Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning.  
 
The INM produces noise exposure contours that are used for land use compatibility maps.  The 
INM program includes built-in tools for comparing contours; it also has features that facilitate 
easy export to a commercial geographic information system (GIS).  The INM can also calculate 
predicted noise levels at specific sites of interest, such as hospitals, schools, or other noise-
sensitive locations.  For these grid points, the INM reports detailed information for the analyst to 
determine which events contribute most significantly to the noise level at that location.  The INM 
supports 16 predefined noise metrics that include cumulative sound exposure, maximum sound 

level, and time above metrics from the A-Weighted, C-Weighted, and the Effective Perceived 

The FAA’s, Office of Environment and Energy (AEE-100) has developed the Integrated Noise Model (INM) for 
evaluating aircraft noise impacts in the vicinity of airports. INM has many analytical uses, such as assessing 
changes in noise impact resulting from new or extended runways or runway configurations, assessing new 
traffic demand and fleet mix, and evaluating other operational procedures. The INM has been the FAA's 
standard tool since 1978 for determining the predicted noise impact in the vicinity of airports.  The INM model 
produces noise exposure contours, such as the one depicted here, that can be used for land use compatibility 
maps. (Diagram: FAA) 
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Noise Level families.  The user may also create the Australian version of the Noise Exposure 
Forecast (NEF).36 
 
13.19.  Future Noise Policy.  Federal policy on noise measurement methodology and noise 
mitigation is not static, but can change with new legislation or reconsideration of past agency 
policy.  ACO-100 should be consulted when reviewing a proposed aircraft noise restriction to 
ensure that current policy is applied to the review. 
 
13.20. through 13.25 reserved. 
 

                                                 
36 Additional information on the Integrated Noise Model (INM) and its use is available from the FAA Office of 
Environment and Energy (AEE-100) or online on the FAA web site.  
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In the Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act (ASNA), Congress directed the FAA, among other things, 
to identify land uses that are normally compatible with various exposures of individuals to noise.  The result 
was Table 1 in 14 CFR Part 150, as depicted above. (Graphic: FAA) 
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As mentioned in this voluntary noise abatement pilot handout, safety of flight and Air Traffic 
Control (ATC) instruction always override noise abatement procedures. (Source: Panorama 
Flight Service, Westchester County Airport, New York) 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify, that on March 23, 2018, the foregoing was

electronically filed with the Clerk of the Court using the CM/ECF

system, which will send a notification to the attorneys of record in this

matter who are registered with the Court’s CM/ECF system.

Dated: March 23, 2018 / s / David J. Michaelson

David J. Michaelson
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